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ABSTRACT

Academic feedback (AF) is considered a central factor in the development of
efficient teaching and learning. However, AF only serves its purpose when students
actually use it to alter the gap between their current and desired performance. This
study explored college students self-reported frequencies of reading and using AF in
different tasks, and investigated the factors that influence or relate to student’s
frequencies of reading and using AF, including a set of individual academic
characteristics (e.g., academic entitlement, academic motivation, and selfcompassion) and a set of AF characteristics (e.g., quality of AF, usefulness of AF,
course design elements, and structure of AF). Results indicated students reported
reading AF “most of the time” on average, which was more frequent than their
reported use of AF. Academic motivation, work avoidance, self-kindness and
common humanity were consistently related to students’ reported frequencies of
reading and using AF across two different multivariate analysis: cluster analysis and
canonical correlation. The quality, timeliness, and usefulness of AF were the most
influential factors on students’ reported AF use behaviors. Using these findings,
educators can better understand the potential internal and external factors influencing
student use of AF, and in turn develop teaching practices and course elements that
more effectively support and encourage using AF in students’ learning process.
Additionally, institutions can use these findings to determine what kinds of resources
would allow instructors to facilitate AF use.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
Academic feedback (AF) is considered a central factor in the development of
efficient teaching and learning (Sadler, 2010). In college, students receive different
kinds of AF on their academic performance. Teachers also use AF as one of the ways
to communicate with students about their performance or learning behaviors.
Therefore, AF plays a powerful role in students' learning and achievement (Butler &
Winne, 1995). Exploring student use of AF, as well as student characteristics and AF
characteristics that influence AF use will help teachers and higher education
institutions to better facilitate AF use, potentially improving student learning and
performance. In the following sections, I define AF, review ways of categorizing or
classifying AF, discuss student characteristics that may be related to AF use, and
review literature on AF use in higher education. Last, I discuss the purpose of this
dissertation project.
Definitions of Feedback
AF has been defined in several ways in previous research. The common
component across definitions of AF is information about performance and the process
of learning. For example, Ramaprasad (1983, p. 4) defined AF as “information about
the gap between the actual level and the reference level of a system parameter which
is used to alter the gap in some way.” Likewise, Sadler (1989) suggested AF should
provide information specifically related to the task or the process of learning that
bridges the gap between a student’s current and desired level of comprehension. To
fill the gap, AF can provide information that restructures understanding, confirms
correctness, indicates additional work needed or next steps, and points out future
direction(s). Winne and Butler (1994, p. 5740) summarized “feedback is information
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with which a learner can confirm, add to, overwrite, tune, or restructure information
in memory, whether that information is domain knowledge, meta-cognitive
knowledge, beliefs about self and tasks, or cognitive tactics and strategies”. Hattie and
Timperley (2007, p. 102) defined AF as “information provided by an agent (e.g.
teacher, peer, book, parent, self, experience) regarding aspects of one’s performance
or understanding”. Basically, AF should not just incorporate a mark or a grade for
students’ work, but should also help students understand their learning goals and their
achievement status or current performance in relation to that goal. Additionally, AF is
both retrospective and prospective in orientation, because it contains both the
summaries of what has been done and the advice of what should be done in the future.
Ways to Categorize AF
Important to the development of learning, AF can be categorized in a variety
of perspectives. From Hattie (2008), AF may be categorized by the levels of
information it conveys. It can be related to a specific task with a focus on correctness
and corrections. Or it can help identify and critique of the process of learning by
providing information on how a task should be completed. Self-regulation is another
aspect that AF can target by making learners more aware of effective learning
processes. Last, AF can be about the student, such as direct praise or criticism.
In addition, the direction of AF, positive or negative, has been commonly
explored by researchers. According to Hyland and Hyland (2001), positive AF is
defined as comments which may attribute credit to students’ characteristics, skills, or
work, such as praise. Conversely, negative AF is viewed as the expression of
dissatisfaction or identification of incorrectness through comments such as criticism.
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Effectiveness of AF
According to these different definitions and categorizations of AF, AF could
include an evaluation or justification (i.e., grade), corrective information, ideas or
suggestions on how to improve the work, encouragement, or other information
relevant to tasks or learning processes. The first function of AF should be for teachers
to communicate their assessment of student performance (Sadler, 2010). In addition,
providing advice or suggestions on how to improve performance is another function
(Sadler, 2010). By reflecting on and incorporating these comments, students can
increase their learning and achievement in classes. Therefore, AF can be effective in
aiding the learning process. Given this potential effect on learning, AF needs to be
explored further, with the long-term aim of optimizing student use of AF.
To examine the effects of schooling on student achievement, Hattie (1999)
synthesized 500 meta-analyses spanning 100 factors affecting educational
achievement from 180,000 studies. Factors were included such as attributes of schools
(e.g. class size), teachers (e.g., teacher attitude), and curricula (e.g., instruction
methods). Of these, 12 meta-analyses spanning 196 studies assessed the effects of AF
on student achievement in classrooms, to explore the importance and the effectiveness
of AF in education. The average effect size (Cohen’s d) of AF was 0.79. Cohen’s d
represents the difference of achievement between groups with AF and without AF.
This effect size was twice the average effect size from all 500 meta-analyses relating
to schooling, which demonstrated the strong effect of AF on student’s academic
achievement. Unfortunately, this synthesis only explored whether AF affected
achievement and did not examine the use of AF or student characteristics in relation
to AF. However, these meta-analyses surrounding AF addressed the effects of diverse
types of AF. AF about tasks and improvement affect more on student achievement,
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comparing AF related to general praise (e.g., “Good job”). From these meta-analyses,
Kluger and DeNisi (1996) addressed a systematic study about the effects of different
types of AF. They suggested AF has stronger effects when it supplied corrective
information, as well as when it suggested correct solutions. The difficulty of goals and
tasks also influenced the effectiveness of AF. It had greater impact if the AF was
provided to fulfill specific goals and was targeted at a simple task. Moreover, Kluger
& DeNisi (1996) suggested low levels of threat to student’s self-esteem made AF
more effective. High levels of self-esteem threat hindered students’ abilities to focus
on AF itself.
Alternatively, Hattie and Timperley (2007) reviewed the effect of four
different levels of AF on student learning: AF about the correctness of student
performance, AF about the process(es) used to complete a task, AF about selfregulation (e.g., AF enhancing skill in self-evaluation to engage in a task further,
encouraging students to continue on a task), and AF about the person (e.g., praise
about the person self or work). They found the effects of AF on the first three levels
were interrelated. AF was most effective when providing information on errors,
guiding effective strategies for correcting or improving the performance on a task as
well as understanding the materials, and moving from understanding strategy
information to regulating future tasks. Hattie and Timperley (2007) suggested AF
should ideally start with focusing on the task level, then focus on the processing level
of learning tasks and strategies, and then move towards engaging students in more
challenging tasks and goals via self-regulation. However, AF about self was barely
effective in improving learning, because it provided little information related to
learning and drew student attention to the self and away from specific tasks.
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Overall, prior research has shown AF substantially affects students’ learning
and academic achievement and therefore is a worthwhile focus of educational
research. If AF is provided appropriately, it can help students identify content that
must be learned better and engage them in effective strategies for future learning
processes.
Student Expectations Surrounding AF
The content of AF is undoubtedly important and influences student use of AF.
However, student expectations surrounding AF, specifically what kind of AF they
expect to receive or consider helpful, may influence how much students use AF or
whether they use it at all. Previous studies have explored students’ expectations of AF
from small versus large class sizes (Li, in preparation a) and from teaching assistants
(Li, in preparation b).
In an online qualitative survey study involving college students (Li, in
preparation a), expectations for small versus large classes ranged from simple to
complex and current task-oriented to future perspectives. Participants expected AF on
correctness, grade, and some explanation of the (in)correct answer for large classes
(i.e., more than 100 students), whereas more detailed AF, strengths and weaknesses of
their work, explanations of (in)correct responses, and critiques of their critical
thinking were expected in small classes (i.e., less than 50 student). Moreover,
personal AF was expected for both class sizes, but more frequently for smaller
classes. In contrast, AF for the class as a whole was expected by more participants for
large classes. Participants expressed that they did not expect a lot of comments for
large classes, but more critiques and corrections on their work for small classes. AF
delivery was expected to be online or via email in large classes and in person in small
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classes. Last, timeliness was not a major difference mentioned by students, although
some participants expected feedback to be delivered more quickly in small classes
than large classes. However, participants appeared to hope professors would take
more time to read their work and provide feedback in small classes and preferred this
to a fast turnaround.
Many participants mentioned the role of teaching assistants in large classes
(Li, in preparation a). More AF was expected from teaching assistants (TAs) in large
classes, because students thought they shared more responsibilities with professors
and had more time devoted to the students. Therefore, the expectations of AF from
TAs were also explored in the same online qualitative survey (Li, in preparation b).
Results indicated most students anticipated very detailed and specific comments, AF
related to improvement (how to fix and improve their work and learning techniques),
and personal AF (face-to-face conversation, and AF for an individual person) from
TAs (Li, in preparation b). In addition, results revealed students’ attitudes on the role
of TAs. Students thought TAs should have enough time to provide larger amounts of
AF and should be easier to approach compared to professors. Last, results revealed
how students’ expectations surrounding AF differed depending on whether TAs or
professors were the sources of the AF. Most of the students expressed TAs should do
the same work as professors. Moreover, if professors did not have time for certain
tasks, such as having a one-on-one meeting with students to discuss AF, students
expected teaching assistants to substitute for professors. However, a few students did
not expect much AF from TAs compared with professors because they did not trust
TAs due to a perceived lack of knowledge and experience.
Results from student expectations surrounding AF (Li, in preparation a, b) can
inform educators about what students anticipate receiving as AF, allowing educators
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to either explicitly address or integrate those expectations into planned assessment
tasks. However, whether students use received AF and reasons for this use or lack of
use were not discussed in student responses to these qualitative survey items. Thus,
the present work explores various factors (i.e., internal factors: individual academic
characteristics; and external factors: characteristics of AF) that may influence student
AF use behaviors. The results of student expectations surrounding AF suggested
potential factors influencing their AF use behaviors (e.g., quality of AF, quantity of
AF, the person who providing AF), which were included in the current study.
AF and Academic Characteristics
To attempt to improve students’ use of AF, identifying the underlying reasons
for AF use is essential. Differences in individual academic characteristics are likely
related to students’ preferences for and use of AF.
Goal orientations. Goal orientations are important academic characteristics in
learning processes. Dweck and Leggett (1988) defined goal orientations as personal
goal preferences in achievement situations. Two broad categories were identified:
learning goal orientation and performance goal orientation. Students with a learning
goal orientation aim to develop competence by mastering new knowledge and skills.
Students with a performance goal orientation desire to demonstrate competence by
pursuing favorable judgments (e.g., grades) and avoiding negative judgments.
Theoretical and empirical evidence indicates goal orientations influence AF-seeking
behavior (Farr, Hofmann, & Ringenbach, 1993; Northcraft & Ashford, 1990;
VandeWalle, 2003). For individuals with high learning goal orientation, AF was
perceived as useful information for how to improve learning (VandeWalle, 2003).
Thus, students with high learning goal orientation considered negative AF as helpful
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towards achievement. In contrast, students with strong performance goal orientation
perceived AF as an evaluation and judgment of themselves (VandeWalle, 2003),
leading them to seek positive AF (e.g., praise) instead of negative AF (e.g., criticism).
According to the review of VandeWalle (2003), individuals with a performance goal
orientation pursued outcome AF (e.g., grade, performance outcome) about their
performance and were less likely to seek negative AF when they faced challenges.
Individuals with a learning goal orientation expected AF about the process of
completing a task and did not refuse negative AF. Process feedback was about
improving the abilities of students, which students with performance goal orientation
believed was difficult and required students to show their own deficiencies.
Therefore, these students were unlikely to make an effort to seek process feedback,
which indicated they were unlikely to read or use this type of AF as well.
Self-esteem. Self-esteem, a person’s regard of his or her own value, affects
how students perceive negative AF. Researchers have found negative AF is more ego
threatening when students perceive the AF as an assessment of the self (Brockner,
1988). AF with high-level threats to self-esteem (i.e., negative AF related to/perceived
to be at the self level) appeared less effective for task performance, because students
could not focus on the content of AF (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). For individuals with
low self-esteem, AF about failure or mistakes was more likely to have a negative
effect on task performance, whereas positive AF did not affect their task performance
(Brockner, Derr, & Liang, 1987).
Moreover, these researchers also found negative AF may influence behavior in
domains other than task performance for students with different levels of self-esteem
(Brockner et al., 1987). In their study, one hundred seven undergraduate students in
an introductory speech communication course played the role of managers which
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tested whether students were willing to recommend another possibly useful idea
suggested by a different subordinate about organizational change to their manager
when they received negative feedback versus not received any feedback. The results
indicated low self-esteem students expressed much less motivation to communicate
the information when receiving negative feedback than high self-esteem students.
Although the study did not explore AF use behaviors regarding different levels of
self-esteem, results suggested students with low self-esteem were demotivated by
negative AF and were reluctant to move forward when receiving negative AF. Hence,
self-esteem may be positively related to students' AF use behaviors when facing
negative AF.
Self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is defined as an individual’s judgment of his or her
ability to achieve specific goals (Bandura, 1986). In other words, self-efficacy is
focused on one’s evaluation of his or her own ability in reaching certain goals,
whereas self-esteem is focused on one’s general beliefs of his or her own value.
Receiving negative AF resulted in lower self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986). Research also
found undergraduate students with high self-efficacy demonstrated reduced
acceptance of AF (i.e., lower belief that the AF accurately described their
performance) if they repeatedly received negative AF (Nease et al., 1999). In
addition, this result suggested repeatedly receiving negative AF may decrease the
effort students put towards following tasks. However, for students with low selfefficacy, repeatedly receiving negative AF did not change their acceptance of AF.
Rather, they exhibited decreased acceptance of AF when receiving repeatedly positive
AF. Therefore, students accept AF based on their initial self-efficacy. Different levels
of self-efficacy may result in different reactions to AF if students repeatedly receive
AF that is incongruent with their self-efficacy, in turn affecting student AF use
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behaviors. For example, students with high self-efficacy may be less likely to use
repeated negative AF, because they lose faith in the accuracy of consistently negative
AF. However, we do not know the AF use behaviors of students with different selfefficacy when they receive AF that is congruent with their self-efficacy, or a
combination of congruent and incongruent AF (i.e., both positive and negative AF),
which the present study explores.
Academic entitlement. Academic entitlement is a belief under which students
expect academic success but are not willing to take responsibility for providing the
necessary effort to achieve success (Chowning & Campbell, 2009). With excessive
entitlement, students had less sense of personal responsibility, in turn decreasing
academic achievement in challenging classes (Anderson, Halberstadt, & Aitken,
2013). Such reluctance in personal responsibility may translate into reduced effort
towards coursework (i.e., work avoidance, discussed further in another section.
Therefore, in the academic field, highly academically entitled students, by exerting
lessened effort, may be less likely to review AF, incorporate AF into past work, or
incorporate AF into future work. Entitled students might be even less likely to read or
use AF if they receive an expectedly low grade. Or, they may expect very detailed AF
which describes everything they need to know or do, making the AF as easy as
possible for them to use and thus reducing personal responsibility. Chowning and
Campbell (2009) conducted a study to explore reactions to negative AF for students
with high academic entitlement. Their findings indicated highly academically entitled
students evaluated the experimenter more negatively when they received negative AF
about their performance on a reading comprehension test than students who did not
receive AF. This confirmed highly entitled student’s aggression against and resistance
to accepting and receiving negative AF about their performance. This resistance and
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hostile reaction to negative AF would likely reduce the likelihood of entitled students
to use negative AF in future work. However, no prior research has explored this
possibility. In this dissertation, I asked students to report not only their academic
entitlement, but also their frequency of reading and using AF on various course tasks,
which will inform whether academic entitlement has a more direct relationship with
AF use.
Academic motivation. Academic motivation is one of the most important
attitudinal aspects of education and is commonly categorized into intrinsic motivation,
extrinsic motivation and amotivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 1991). Intrinsic motivation
occurs when an individual is driven by internal rewards, the motivation to engage in a
behavior for satisfaction from within the individual (Deci, 1975). In contrast, extrinsic
motivation involves engaging in behaviors to obtain external rewards, rewards outside
the individual (Deci, 1975). Amotivation is defined as lacking any motivation to
engage in a behavior, which indicates lacking perceived competence or a failure to
perceive the contingency between actions and outcomes (Deci & Ryan, 1985).
Research has explored the effects of intrinsic motivation on processing AF
(DePasque & Tricomi, 2015). The study used functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) to investigate the different levels of motivation before and after a motivational
interview (meant to enhance motivation) and the effects of motivation on learning and
AF processing. University students and staff participated in two sessions of a word
association learning task. Each session consisted of two learning phases with AF and
a test phase without AF. The AF for phase 1 simply provided information about the
correct response, and the AF for phase 2 also included the accuracy of the student’s
memory (compared to responses in phase 1). Researchers found motivation alters
neural responses to AF. High intrinsic motivation helped to maintain the efficacy of
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AF over time, as highly motivated students were more likely to maintain focus and
neural response to AF. Furthermore, the increase in motivation (by motivational
interview) promoted students' learning and memory. Overall, results implied
intrinsically motivated students may use AF more in the learning process relative to
not intrinsically motivated students, evidenced by their remaining neural response to
AF and better performance in learning tasks.
Prior research has also explored the effect of different AF conditions on
intrinsic motivation (Butler & Nisan, 1986) by exploring three AF conditions (taskrelated comments on performance, numerical grades, and no feedback) for both
qualitative and quantitative tasks in sixth grade. Tasks were implemented in three
sessions. Tasks in the first two sessions were returned to students in correspondent AF
conditions and students were asked to look over their performance. Results indicated
student interest decreased if they repeatedly received no AF. Importantly, receiving
individualized and specific AF on task performance maintained or increased intrinsic
motivation in students. However, unexpectedly, repeated numerical grades did not
weaken intrinsic motivation nor foster extrinsic motivation. These results indicated
receiving informative task performance related AF differentiated students’ intrinsic
motivation levels which in turn led to different academic performance. Moreover, as
the study required students to read through the returned tasks, it potentially suggested
that actually reading AF (i.e., specifically AF related to task performance, not just
grades) enhanced students’ intrinsic motivation.
As discussed above, intrinsic motivation was indirectly examined and had a
relationship with student AF behaviors. However, extrinsic motivation and
amotivation were at most rarely investigated in previous studies. Therefore, part of
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the current study explores the relationship among students with each type of academic
motivation and their AF use behaviors.
Work avoidance. Different from achievement goals, work avoidance goals
refer to minimizing the amount of work and effort spent on class and class-related
tasks (King & Mclnerney, 2014). Work avoidance is often related to negative
consequences. For example, in Nolen’s (1988) study exploring the relationship among
motivation or goal orientations and the value and use of study strategies (deep
processing and surface level) in eighth graders, stronger work avoidance goals
negatively correlated with students’ values and use of both deep processing and
surface level strategies. Deep processing strategies are strategies in which students
can comprehend and discriminate important information, as well as integrate new
knowledge into known knowledge. Surface level strategies include reading,
memorizing and rehearsing information. This finding suggests students with work
avoidance goals are less likely to use these two types of deep processing study
strategies which implies they do not likely expend effort on academic tasks. Although
Nolen did not directly examine AF use, we can infer work avoidant students should
be less likely to read or use AF, as doing so requires effort.
Moreover, Harackiewicz et al. (1997) examined personality (i.e., achievement
orientations, work mastery, competitiveness, and test anxiety) differences between
college students who adopted different achievement goals and interests (i.e., intrinsic,
and extrinsic interest), and exhibited differences in performance. They found that
competitive students (e.g., interpersonal competition and desire to be better than
others) were more likely to pursue work avoidance goals and were motivated more by
extrinsic concerns to perform well, compared to students with work mastery
orientation. In addition, those students with work avoidance goals received lower
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grades than those without work avoidance goals. Therefore, students with work
avoidance goals may be highly motivated by external rewards. If using AF cannot
bring expected extrinsic interests or rewards to these students, they may less likely to
use or even read AF.
Perceived academic control. Student’s beliefs on their capacities to influence
their academic outcomes is known as perceived academic control (Perry, 1991).
College students with high academic control feel they have more control or influence
over their academic work and achievement. These students reported more effort and
higher intrinsic motivation (Perry et al., 2001). In addition, researchers found the
effect of academic control on academic performance was moderated by preoccupation
with failure (i.e., the amount of attention students devote to failure). All together,
results indicated students with both high academic control and high failure
preoccupation performed better than students with high academic control but lower
failure preoccupation (Perry et al., 2001). Although the relationship between
perceived academic control and AF use behavior was not directly tested in past
research, reading and using AF could be common behaviors that positively relate to
perceived academic control. From Perry et al. (2001)’s findings, students who
perceived high academic control were more motivated and more likely to expend
effort. Therefore, after receiving AF, especially if the AF addresses students’ failures
and weaknesses, students with high academic control may be more likely to make an
effort towards improving by reading and using received AF. In addition, as these
students believe they can control their success, they may be highly motivated to use
AF. This dissertation study explores a direct relationship between reported perceived
academic control and reported AF use behaviors.
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Self-compassion. Self-compassion (Neff, 2003a), with three key components
– self-kindness, common humanity, and mindfulness – “involves being touched by
and open to one’s own suffering, not avoiding or disconnecting from it, generating the
desire to alleviate one’s suffering and to heal oneself with kindness.”, and involves
“offering nonjudgmental understanding to one’s pain, inadequacies and failures, so
that one’s experience is seen as part of the larger human experience” (p. 86-87).
When facing negative experiences, people who have high self-compassion are more
likely to treat themselves with kindness. Allen and Leary (2010) examined the coping
strategies for stressful or negative events which people with high self-compassion rely
on. One of the coping strategies - problem-solving which is about making effort to
correct a situation instead of passively allowing stress and negative feelings to
continue (Skinner et al., 2003) is effective for high self-compassionate students. Selfcompassionate college students were more likely action-oriented, demonstrating
optimism or personal initiative (Neff, Rude, & Kirkpatrick, 2007). Moreover, selfcompassion was positively correlated with mastery learning goals and negatively
correlated with performance goals, effects mediated by lower fear of failure and more
perceived competence (Neff et al., 2005). These imply when highly selfcompassionate students receive negative AF, they are more likely to motivate
themselves to solve the problems by reading and using the AF. Additionally, Allen
and Leary (2010) also mentioned Neff et al. (2005)’s study suggested self-compassion
was also negatively correlated with avoidance-oriented coping strategies which
targeted on avoiding the negative emotion rather than facing it, such as giving up.
Specifically, participants from difficult college courses were asked to pay attention to
their reactions to their poor performance and finish the self-reported survey about
strategies that students used to cope with negative feelings from the poor
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performance. The results showed a negative relationship between self-compassion
and denial as well as mental disengagement (both are avoidance-oriented strategies).
These indicate when high self-compassionate students receive negative AF, they
might be less likely to ignore the AF.
Overall, research suggested highly self-compassionate people were more
likely to take actions when facing a problem. Very few studies explored the direct
relationship between self-compassion and the use of AF. According to previous
results, self-compassion may be positively correlated with reading and using AF. The
present dissertation tests for direct relationships between components of selfcompassion and AF use.
AF Use
In higher education, many researchers posit the AF process has not effectively
fulfilled its purpose of enhancing the learning process for students (Boud and Molloy,
2013; Evans, 2013). To make AF more effective in student learning, it should not
only be provided appropriately but also be used and applied by students. From
previous research regarding student’s behavior related to AF use, two forms of AF
use were mainly discussed. One form focused on student access to AF, such as if they
read and looked over the received AF; whereas the other form focused on the actual
use of AF, such as revising the work in terms of AF, and integrating AF to improve
the work.
As discussed in the previous section defining AF, Sadler (1989) suggested AF
should provide information which specifically relates to the task or the process of
learning that bridges the gap between student’s current and desired positions. AF only
functions when students actually use it to alter the gap between their current and
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desired performance (Sadler, 1989). Laurillard (2002, p. 55) also argued that “action
without feedback is completely unproductive for a learner.” In order to allow AF to
improve learning, instructors must give usable AF and students must be able to
integrate it into their academic behaviors and habits (e.g., their performance, their
study habits, etc.).
However, results from previous research show even when AF is provided, a
large portion of students do not actually read or use received AF (Brown & Glover,
2006; MacLellan, 2001; MacDonald, 1991; Sinclair & Cleland, 2007). For example,
drawn from a review of literature in English Education and Social Psychology fields,
many students did not read written AF they received from teachers on compositions in
English classes (MacDonald, 1991). Moreover, for those who read the AF, they
seldom used AF as a guide in revising or writing papers. Another study monitored
undergraduate students’ formative feedback collection behavior on their degree essays
(Sinclair & Cleland, 2007). A total of 360 3rd year medical school students were
involved. Results showed only about 46% of students collected their formative
feedback. Moreover, they found students with poor grades who may be more
expected to benefit from AF were less likely to seek formative feedback, even though
they had a strong desire for more AF. Males were less likely to access AF as well
(Sinclair & Cleland, 2007). However, the study did not thoroughly detect “who” were
more likely to access or not access the AF except for studying differences in gender
and grade. The current study involved specific academic characteristics to investigate
the use of AF for different types of students with different characteristics.
Not only has limited access to and use of AF been found in previous research,
Brown and Glover (2007) observed the results of limited use of AF in a study
evaluating written AF. They analyzed AF on 112 student assignments in college and
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interviewed the students to whom the assignments belonged. Interviews revealed
students mostly did not act on received AF to improve work, although they thought
AF was very important. The contradiction between the thought and action of these
students is due to the fact that by the time they received the AF, the topics the AF
pertained to had already passed, and thus students did not think they needed to revisit
those topics. Students failed to see the broader intended functions of AF for skill
development (Orsmond and Merry, 2011). They appeared to desire an immediate
transfer of AF directly applicable to a specific task, rather than considering the longterm potential for AF to develop academic literacy (Price et al., 2010).
Additional research revealed reasons why students did not use AF in different
circumstances. Jonsson (2013) reviewed 113 studies on students’ use of AF in higher
education to find the factors that influenced their use of received AF. The studies
were mostly designed as questionnaires and interviews. Jonsson (2013) identified five
reasons for failing to use AF: 1) students thought AF was not useful for one reason or
another, for example because it did not include enough information; 2) students
thought AF was not specific, detailed, and individualized enough; 3) students thought
AF was too authoritative, for example because the AF was written in imperative
tones; 4) students lacked strategies for using AF productively; and 5) students lacked
understanding of academic terms in AF. These reasons pertained to a number of
factors that were related to the content of the AF and the students' abilities. However,
Jonsson (2013) mentioned that each factor was only explored by one or two studies,
which made it difficult to develop any patterns regarding these factors. Therefore,
more studies on factors influencing students' use of AF are necessary. This study
integrates an array of factors together and provides more resources for students’ AF
use behaviors.
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Winstone et al. (2017) revealed additional barriers of student’s AF use, some
of which overlapped with those found by Jonsson (2013), specifically students’
difficulties with using AF and their unwillingness to make an effort. Eleven activityoriented focus groups of 31 undergraduate students total were implemented. Students
were asked to discuss their AF use behaviors following two major activities –
discussing exemplar AF and ranking 10 interventions for supporting students’ use of
AF. Four dimensions of barriers in using AF were discussed in the study, including
“awareness” of meaning and purpose of AF (e.g., difficulty of decoding AF),
“cognizance” of implementing strategies to use AF (e.g., limited knowledge of
available opportunities, and lacking knowledge of using AF in productive ways),
“agency” of implementing strategies (e.g., difficulty translating AF into actions), and
“volition” to look over AF carefully (e.g., lack of proactivity to access or use AF).
However, the study was limited because only a small number of students participated.
Moreover, the students were interviewed in focus groups, such that the focused topic
of discussion may be biased due to the peer pressure or influence in groups. Also, the
study method lacked quantitative information about students' AF use behaviors. In
addition, the barriers of students’ AF use implied the deficiency of student’s ability in
reading and using AF, as well as student’s lack of motivation to use AF. Together,
results uncovered demands of providing more opportunities for students to read and
use AF and improve their corresponding abilities. Therefore, it is essential to explore
factors influencing student AF use behavior in order to optimize this behavior and its
effects on learning.
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Study Purpose
This study aims to explore college students’ frequencies of reading and using
AF in different tasks. In addition, I investigate the factors that influence or relate to
students’ frequencies of reading and using AF, including factors external to students
(e.g., quality of AF, usefulness of AF, course designs, and structure of AF) and
internal factors or student characteristics (e.g., academic entitlement, academic
motivation, and self-compassion). Most previous research on AF use behaviors has
explored frequencies of students accessing AF and using AF (e.g., Sinclair & Cleland,
2007; MacDonald, 1991), which are typical steps for AF usage. Following a similar
approach, in this study, student AF use behaviors are defined as the frequencies of
reading AF and using AF in different types of tasks.
In past research (e.g., MacDonald, 1991; Brown and Glover, 2007), many
researchers explored students’ AF use through interviews, a time intensive method
that tended to prohibit large samples and limit the generalizability of results. In
addition, previous studies (e.g., Jonsson, 2013; Winstone et al., 2017) mostly focused
on the barriers of using AF for students, but not factors positively influencing their
use of AF. For individual academic characteristics affecting AF use, previous research
has mainly studied these characteristics one at a time, rather than as a holistic set.
Some researchers have only examined student characteristics associated with a
specific aspect of AF (e.g., the direction of AF). Research on a holistic relationship
between student AF use behavior and a set of student characteristics is lacking. This
study used a self-report survey to collect data from a large sample of college students.
In addition, the anonymous responses may provide more truthful data than responses
in interviews. Of course, it is also possible that an individual’s perceptions of their
own characteristics are not as accurate as third-party observations or behavioral
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measures. Thus, self-report data only represents perceptions of attitudes,
characteristics, and behaviors, which may or may not match actual attitudes,
characteristics, and behaviors.
Additionally, a set of external factors, or characteristics of AF, were explored
based on the results of my previous research on student expectations surrounding AF.
Results from this prior research identified initial characteristics of AF that appeared to
influence student perceptions of AF and thus likely influence AF use behaviors (Li, in
preparation a, b). Thus, these factors are supported by initial validity evidence.
Moreover, these factors include characteristics that may hinder or encourage AF use,
whereas previous research has mainly focused on barriers of AF use by focusing on
the direction of AF (positive or negative). Similarly, this dissertation merges previous
research on various student characteristics and AF by exploring these characteristics
as a holistic set. Both the person-centered and variable-centered statistical methods
were used to explore the relationship between a set of individual academic
characteristics and student AF use behaviors. These complementary methods provide
a much more thorough view of the attitudinal context surrounding AF use behaviors
than previous research.
Using AF is crucial in the process of learning. The lack of using AF prompted
several researchers to explore why AF is neglected and how AF can be promoted.
Although it is difficult to create a set of guidelines for facilitating student use of AF,
we can expand our knowledge on how often, when, and why students use versus do
not use AF. With this knowledge, researchers and educators can develop and
implement approaches that promote college student AF use.
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Table 1
Research Questions by Each Content Area
Content Area
Reading AF

Using/applying AF

Helpfulness of AF

Relationship between
AF and a set of
individual academic
characteristics

Factors influencing the
use of AF

Research Question
1a) Do students read AF on assignments/exams/projects?
1b) Do students read AF on assignments, exams, and projects
differently?
2a) Do students use/apply feedback on assignments and exams
to future work?
2b) Do students incorporate related previous feedback to future
work?
2c) Do students use/apply feedback received on assignments
versus exams differently?
2d) Do students use/apply feedback less than they read
feedback?
3a) Do students think received feedback is helpful for future
work in the same course/in college in general?
3b) Is how often students read and/or use feedback related to the
perceived helpfulness of received feedback?
4a) What profiles of individual academic characteristics do
students who most read and/or use feedback have compared to
those who least read and/or use feedback?
4b) How does the same set of individual academic
characteristics relate with self-reported feedback reading and
use behaviors?
5) What factors influence college students’ use of feedback?

Research Questions
To examine college student AF use, as well as explore factors that influence
their use of AF, the current study is categorized into five major content sections –
reading AF, using or applying AF in future work, helpfulness of AF, relationship
between AF and a set of individual academic characteristics, and factors influencing
the use of AF. Research questions accompanying each content section are provided in
Table 1. The first two sections, reading AF and using or applying AF in future work,
explored reported frequencies of these behaviors in different types of tasks (i.e.,
homework, exams, and projects). The section pertaining to the helpfulness of AF
explores relationships among students’ reported AF use behaviors and the perceived
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helpfulness of AF on future work. The fourth section explored relationships between
AF use behavior and individual academic characteristics using two complementary
multivariate methodological frameworks (i.e., cluster analysis, a person-centered
technique; and canonical correlation, a variable-centered technique). The last section
explored external factors, specifically characteristics of AF, influencing student AF
use or lack AF use via qualitative methodology.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS
Participants
The demographic composition of the sample is displayed in Table 2. In total,
one hundred and forty undergraduates were recruited from a social science participant
pool at a large, public university in the southwestern US participated. The majority of
students were female, White or Hispanic/Latinx, and first- or second-year students.
Students in this participant pool were given a variety of options for satisfying a
research engagement requirement. Participating in research, such as this online
survey, contributed to fulfilling this requirement.
Table 2
Demographic Characteristics of Participants
Demographics
Group
Female
Male
Gender
Non-binary
Missing
Age in Years
M(SD)
White or Caucasian
Hispanic or Latino
Black or African American
Asian or Asian American
Ethnicity
Native American or Alaskan
American
None of the above
Prefer Not to Response
Missing
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
Year of School
4th Year
More than 4 Years
Missing
Total

N (%)
97 (69%)
40 (29%)
1 (1%)
2 (1%)
19.93 (2.63)
70 (50%)
40 (29%)
11 (8%)
9 (6%)
2 (1%)
2 (1%)
2 (1%)
4 (3%)
43 (31%)
54 (39%)
16 (11%)
10 (7%)
3 (2%)
14 (10%)
140
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Measures
The online survey prompted students to provide self-report data about their
demographic information (completed last) as well as various attitudes and behaviors
related to education and life in college. The self-report survey was used in this study
for two reasons. First, compared to the interview method, the self-report survey offers
an efficient way to gather vast amounts of data from a larger sample, better
representing the population of interest. In addition, the anonymous nature of the
survey may have encouraged students to report their experiences and behaviors more
truthfully than in a one-on-one interview. Second, given the interest in exploring two
rather large sets of variables - one set of AF use behaviors and perceptions, the other
set of student characteristics, it was not feasible to use observational techniques on so
many different behaviors and constructs. Multiple observational studies would have
been necessary. Therefore, a self-reported survey is the most efficient method to
implement for this study. Although self-report may be biased compared to more
objective measures, such as observational measures, results from this self-report
survey can be used to inform the design of more feasible observational studies in the
future. For example, if the results only show some of student characteristics, such as
work avoidance, academic motivation and self-compassion, are effective in
influencing student AF use behaviors, an observational study can focus on these
specific student characteristics rather than all student characteristics explored in this
study. Of course, self-report methods only capture student perceptions of the
constructs of interest, which may or may not match actual attitudes and behaviors.
However, it is critical to explore these perceptions.
In total, the survey contained 247 to 257 items grouped by topic, measure, and
subscale. The measures analyzed in this dissertation included 8 academic entitlement
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items, up to 19 feedback characteristic items (after students chose aspects of AF that
influenced their use of AF, they were given follow-up questions only for aspects they
chose.), 8 perceived academic control items, 4 work avoidance items, 8 self-efficacy
items, 10 self-esteem items, 28 motivation items, 26 self-compassion items, and 16
demographic items.
AF Characteristics. For AF characteristic items, instructions at the beginning
of the section prompted students to think about classes in which they have received
feedback on their work (e.g., on homework, projects, reflection, and exams) during
that semester (Fall 2018). AF characteristics included factors (e.g., time, usefulness of
feedback, quantity of feedback, and quality of feedback) that influenced student use
or neglect of AF. Each AF characteristic appeared with a checkbox. If the respondent
marked the checkbox, a short open-ended question asking the reason for selecting the
AF characteristic appeared on the next page of the survey. For example, if a
respondent selected the AF characteristic “Quality of feedback”, the respondent
would be given the following open-ended question on the next page: “How does the
quality of the feedback influence whether you use it in future work?” Except for
usefulness of feedback, quantity of feedback, and quality of feedback, the rest of the
factors were provided with examples to aid interpretation of these factors. Take the
“structure of feedback” as example: The question was presented as “How does the
structure of the feedback (e.g., whether feedback is free form, provided with a rubric,
provided as correct vs. incorrect) influence your decision to use feedback you have
received?” The listed factors in the survey were based on results of previous research
on student expectations surrounding AF (expectations of AF by class size, and
expectations of AF from TAs; Li, in preparation a, b).
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AF Use Behaviors. Additionally, the survey included rating scale items about
how often students read and use AF on various course tasks (i.e., assignments, exams,
and projects). Because the frequency of student’s reading and using AF may vary
between different types of tasks due to the different importance and function of each
type of task, the survey asked students to provide their frequencies of reading and
using AF separately for each type of task. The frequency of using AF on projects was
not included in the survey, because the course project is usually assigned only one
time during a semester, often as a final project at the end of the semester, which is
much less often than homework and exams. Therefore, students may not have the
opportunity to use or apply AF on projects for future work in the same course
compared to reading AF on projects.
Helpfulness of AF. The last component of feedback-use items pertained to the
helpfulness of AF. Two Likert-scale items prompted students on perceived
helpfulness of AF in future work in the same course versus in college in general.
Helpfulness AF was expected by students (Li, in preparation a). Therefore, the
perceived helpfulness of AF may influence students’ use of AF. In addition, the
helpfulness of AF on future work in the same course may influence students’ AF use
differently from that in college in general. Thus, the survey included both items.
Student Characteristics. Items of eleven individual academic characteristics
were included in the survey. The items for academic motivation measured intrinsic
motivation, extrinsic motivation, and amotivation. Similarly, the measure for selfcompassion was divided into six subscales with four to five Likert-scale items for
each subscale: self-kindness, self-judgment, common humanity, isolation,
mindfulness, and over-identification. For example items for each of these constructs,
see Table 3.
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For some measures (e.g., academic entitlement and perceived academic
control), items were arranged in random order on a single page, with a new random
order for each participant. For others (e.g., demographics), items were arranged in a
fixed order on a page. In addition, unidimensional subscales and measures with more
than 14 items were divided into multiple pages. On each page, an equal number of
items were presented if possible, within each subscale or measure. Most survey pages
contained 10 to 16 items.
Scoring. Cronbach’s alpha was high enough for all student characteristic
subscales and measures to create sum scores. Reverse-scored items were reversescored before calculating sum scores on each measure. Sum scores were calculated
for each participant on each student characteristic measure. Read AF and use AF
items were also summed in cluster analysis but were analyzed individually in
canonical correlation analysis (i.e. read AFsum = homework + exam + project; use
AFsum = homework + exam).
Procedure
A link to the survey via an online survey participation system (SONA) was
available to students. This survey was designed to take no more than one hour.
Students could access the survey anytime within the semester. Sensitive items, such
as demographic items, self-esteem items, and negative emotions item, did not require
a response to advance to the next page of the survey. However, responses to nonsensitive items were required to advance to the next page of the survey. Students
could withdraw from the survey at any time without penalty.
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Table 3
Survey Measures Included in the Analysis
Measures
(Citation)

Example Item

Meaning of
High Scores

Academic
Entitlement
(Kopp et al., 2011)
Perceived academic
control (Perry et al.,
2001)

What factors influence your
decisions to use versus not use
feedback you have received on
coursework (e.g., assignments,
exams, projects, group projects)?
Please check all apply.
How much do you think the
feedback you receive on
assignments is helpful for your
future work in the same course?
How much do you think the
feedback you receive on
assignments is helpful for your
future work in the same course?
If I don’t do well on a test, the
professor should make tests easier
or curve grades.
I have a great deal of control over
my academic performance in my
courses.

Work avoidance
(Pieper, 2003)

I really don’t want to work hard in
my classes this semester.

High work
avoidance

Self-efficacy (Chen,
Gully & Eden,
2001)

I will be able to achieve most of
the goals that I have set out for
myself.

High selfefficacy

Self-esteem
(Rosenbery, 1960)

On the whole, I am satisfied with
myself.

High selfesteem

Because I think that a college
education will help me better
prepare for the career I have
chosen.

High extrinsic
motivation

Because I experience pleasure and
satisfaction while learning new
things.

High intrinsic
motivation

Honestly, I don't know; I really
feel that I am wasting my time in
school.

High
amotivation

AF Characteristics
(Created by author)

AF Use Behaviors
(Created by author)

Helpfulness of AF
(Created by author)

Academic
Motivation
(Vallerand et al.,
1992)

Self-compassion
(Neff, 2003b)

Demographics

I try to be understanding and
patient towards those aspects of
my personality I don’t like.
When I feel inadequate in some
way, I try to remind myself that
feelings of inadequacy are
shared by most people.
When something upsets me I try
to keep my emotions in balance.

Response Scale

N
Items
(α)
Up to 9
(Check
all that
apply)

1 (Never) to 5
(Always)

6

1 (Not at all) to 5
(Extremely helpful)

2

1 (Strongly
disagree) to 7
(Strongly agree)
1 (Strongly
disagree) to 5
(Strongly agree)
1 (Not at all true of
me) to 7 (Very true
of me)
1 (Strongly
disagree) to 5
(Strongly agree)
1 (Strongly agree)
to 4 (Strongly
disagree)
1 (Does not
correspond at all)
to 5 (Corresponds
exactly)
1 (Does not
correspond at all)
to 5 (Corresponds
exactly)
1 (Does not
correspond at all)
to 5 (Corresponds
exactly)

10 (.89)

High selfkindness

1 (Almost Never) to
5 (Almost Always)

5 (.80)

High common
humanity

1 (Almost Never) to
5 (Almost Always)

4 (.78)

High
mindfulness

1 (Almost Never) to
5 (Almost Always)

4 (.72)

More academic
entitled
High perceived
academic
control

8 (.87)

8 (.87)

4 (.79)

8 (.94)

12 (.90)

12 (.91)

4 (.92)

16
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Data Analysis
Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were implemented for the current
study. Analyses are discussed by research question. Feedback use items are referred
to by shortened item names for brevity (see Table 4).
Reported Reading of AF. To answer the questions about reading AF (1a, 1b),
the responses of Read homework, Read exams and Read projects were summarized by
frequencies of responses from "Never" to "Always" for three different types of tasks:
assignments, exams, and projects. Moreover, a repeated measured ANOVA was
conducted to test for a differences among the self-reported frequencies of reading AF
on assignments, exams, and projects. Responses were coded into numerical scores:
"Never" as 1, "Sometimes" as 2, "About half the time" as 3, "Most of the time" as 4,
and "Always" as 5. Each person had one score on each of the three items. Responses
or item scores were the dependent variables in the ANOVA. Item or task was the
independent, repeated measures variable.
Reported Use of AF. This process was replicated for examining research
questions about using AF (2a, 2b) represented by responses on Use exams, Use
homework, and Use related. A paired samples t-test between the frequencies of using
AF on homework and exams (2c) was conducted to test the difference between
responses on each task. In addition, frequency of reading AF was compared with that
of using AF (2d), by summing up the scores on the Read homework and Read exam
items as one variable and summing scores on the Use homework and Use exam items
as the second variable. Then, a paired samples t-test was implemented to examine the
difference between the frequencies of reading and using AF. As students must read
AF in order to use it, any difference detected would suggest students sometimes read
AF but choose not to use it (i.e., they use AF less frequently than they read AF).
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Table 4
Item Name and Item in Survey
Item Name

Item in Survey

Factors

FBU_OC What factors influence your decisions to use versus not use
feedback you have received on coursework (e.g., assignments, exams,
projects, group projects)
FBU_O1 How does time (e.g., how soon you receive feedback, how much
time you have for the next assignment, project, etc.) influence whether you
use feedback you have received?
FBU_O2 How does the usefulness of the feedback influence whether you use
feedback you have received?
FBU_O3 How does the quantity of feedback influence whether you use
feedback you have received?
FBU_O4 How does the quality of feedback influence whether you use
feedback you have received?
FBU_O5 How does the nature of the feedback (i.e., positive = feedback about
what you did well/got correct vs. negative = feedback about what you did
poorly/got incorrect) influence whether you use it in future work?
FBU_O6 How does the structure of the feedback (e.g., whether feedback is
free form, provided with a rubric, provided as correct vs. incorrect) influence
your decision to use feedback you have received?
FBU_O7 How does the source of the feedback (i.e., person the feedback
came from) influence whether you use it in future work?
FBU_O8 How do teaching methods surrounding feedback (e.g., whether
there is class time dedicated to reviewing coursework and/or feedback,
whether rubrics or guidelines are provided) influence your decision to use
feedback you have received?
FBU_O9 How do course design/requirements related to feedback (e.g.,
whether there is an opportunity to improve and resubmit coursework, whether
feedback builds on previous comments, etc.) influence your decision to use
feedback you have received?
FBU_O10 How do the other factors you listed influence your decision to use
feedback you have received?
FBU_R1 How often do you read feedback you have received on homework
or assignments (e.g., reflections, short essay assignments, assigned problems
from a book, etc.)?
FBU_R2 How often do you read feedback you have received on exams (e.g.,
which questions you got incorrect, comments on essay questions, etc.)?
FBU_R3 How often do you read feedback you have received on projects
(individual projects and/or group projects)?
FBU_R4 How often do you use feedback you have received on exams to
improve how you study for exams?
FBU_R5 How often do you use or incorporate feedback you have received
on homework into future homework or other coursework, like projects or
exams?
FBU_R6 When an assignment is related to previous work you have
completed in a course, how often do you go back to check the feedback you
received on previous work in order to improve the assignment?
FBU_R7 How much do you think the feedback you receive on assignments is
helpful for your future work in the same course?
FBU_R8 How much do you think the feedback you receive in courses is
helpful for your future work in college in general?

Factor time

Factor useful
Factor quantity
Factor quality
Factor direction

Factor structure

Factor source
Factor teach

Factor course

Factor other
Read homework

Read exams
Read projects
Use exams
Use homework

Use related

Helpful samecourse
Helpful college
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Perceived Helpfulness of AF. The counts and percentages of responses on
Helpful samecourse and Helpful college were summarized to show whether students
think received AF is helpful for their future work in the same course and in college in
general (3a).
Moreover, this dissertation explored whether student’s self-reported frequency
of reading and using AF was related to perceived helpfulness of feedback (3b).
Polychoric correlation estimates the correlation between two continuous latent
variables represented by observed ordinal variables (Olsson, 1979) and thus is
appropriate for quantifying the relationship between scores on two ordinal Likertscaled items. Ten polychoric correlations between item responses on pairs of each AF
read item, each AF use item, and each item about the helpfulness of AF (i.e., in the
same course and in college in general) were examined. A Bonferroni-corrected α
(.005) was used to counteract alpha-inflation from running multiple correlation tests.
Similar to the other Likert-scale items, responses on Helpful samecourse and Helpful
college were coded into numeric scores: “Not at all” as 1, “Slightly helpful” as 2,
“Moderately helpful” as 3, “Very helpful” as 4, and “Extremely helpful” as 5.
Relationship between AF and Individual Academic Characteristics. To
explore the relationship between student’s self-reported frequencies of reading AF or
using AF and the set of individual academic characteristics (4a, 4b), two analyses
were implemented – cluster analysis and canonical correlation analysis.
Cluster Analysis. Cluster analysis captures unknown subgroups of data,
grouping together individuals with similar responses on a set of variables, or similar
profiles of characteristics, and separating individuals with different profiles. In the
current study, cluster analysis was used to divide students into groups according to
their self-reported frequencies of reading AF and using AF, as well as a set of
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individual academic characteristics including academic entitlement, work avoidance,
self-esteem, self-efficacy, perceived academic control, academic motivation, and selfcompassion. Thus, two cluster analyses were conducted, one for the self-reported
frequency of reading AF (including reading assignment, exam, and project feedback)
and the set of academic characteristics, and the other for the self-reported frequency
of using AF (including using assignment and exam feedback) and the same set of
academic characteristics. Students in the same cluster shared similar characteristics
and had different characteristics from students in other clusters. By exploring
differences between students in different clusters, we will better understand the
characteristics that occur with students’ reported AF reading and use behaviors. This
is the first step in determining how to increase student intent to read and use feedback.
Reverse-scored items were reverse-scored before calculating sum scores on
each measure. All scores of AF behavior items and student characteristics items were
summed. In addition, the range of sum scores on each variable was calculated, and all
variables in each cluster analysis were range standardized (i.e., each score on a
variable was divided by the range of scores for that variable, a recommended practice
in cluster analysis, Erbacher, in press). Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis
was used with Euclidean distance and Ward’s clustering method followed by k-means
cluster analysis. In the hierarchical agglomerative process, each individual was treated
as its own cluster, and Euclidean distance between every pair of clusters was
calculated. Then, the two nearest clusters were merged. After that, the distance
between every pair of clusters was recalculated. Again, the “closest” two clusters –
under Ward’s method, the two clusters that would result in the lowest increase in
sums of squared distances within clusters – were merged. This process was repeated
until all individuals were in one cluster.
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For k-means cluster analysis with Euclidean distance, multiple numbers of
clusters with two types of initial cluster centroids (random centroids or hierarchical
agglomerative centroids) were implemented. First, the number of clusters was
specified and initial cluster centroids were designated (i.e., either as centroids from
hierarchical cluster analysis, or as randomly chosen cases in the dataset). Then all
cases were assigned to the cluster with the closest (i.e., smallest Euclidean distance)
centroid. Centroids were recalculated from the cases in each cluster and cases were
reassigned to the cluster with the closest centroid. This iterative process continued
until centroids did not change beyond a trivial threshold.
For both methods, various stopping rules were applied to inform the optimal
number of clusters. For hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis, a dendrogram, the
majority rule, the CH-index, the C-index, and the Duda statistic were used to narrow
the number of clusters considered for the final solution. For k-means cluster analysis,
the majority rule, the CH-index, and the C-index were reviewed to determine the
number of clusters. In addition, the uniqueness of the cluster profiles and the
plausibility of each solution were examined and informed the final cluster solution.
There were no assumptions made about the data for cluster analysis, as no p-values
were obtained from the analysis.
After determining the optimal number of clusters, means of sum scores on
each individual academic characteristic and mean reported GPA were compared
between clusters.
Canonical Correlation Analysis. Canonical correlation analysis is a
multivariate analysis of correlation to identify the relationship(s) between two sets of
variables. It helps to explain covariation between two sets of variables and find
features in each set that are important for explaining covariation between the sets.
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One advantage of canonical correlation analysis is that it limits the probability of
committing Type I error (Thompson, 1991), as it allows for a single test of a complex
relationship among several variables rather than requiring many pairwise statistical
tests. For the current study, canonical correlation analysis was conducted to
investigate whether the set of individual academic characteristics significantly
correlated with self-reported frequencies of reading and using AF.
The same set of student academic characteristics from the cluster analyses was
used as one set of variables in the canonical correlation: academic entitlement, selfefficacy, self-esteem, perceived control, work avoidance, academic motivation
(intrinsic and extrinsic motivation), and self-compassion (self-judgment, isolation,
and over-identification). The second set of variables contained the reported
frequencies of reading AF (i.e., for assignments, exams, and projects) and of using AF
(i.e., for assignments and exams).The scores of student academic characteristics items
were summed and the scores of the reported frequencies of reading and using AF
were left separated. The null hypothesis was all pairs of composites (i.e., linear
combinations of weighted sums) created from these two sets of variables have
correlations equal to zero, in the population this sample came from. The alternative
hypothesis was at least one pair of composites has a correlation different from zero.
Assumptions of this analysis were met, including the linearity of all relationships
between and within variable sets and multivariate normality.
AF Characteristics. For the last research question, exploring AF
characteristics that influence student use of AF (5), I developed a descriptive
summary of the open-ended responses about various factors. The total numbers and
the percentages of students who chose each factor were recorded. In addition,
qualitative coding methods were used to more deeply understand the reasons students
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selected each factor as one that influenced whether they used AF. Responses were
coded by the writer independently.
Before coding, all responses were printed and read. Then, the first round of
coding with two coding cycles was implemented for each factor, and multiple
iterations of coding happened during each cycle. Three coding methods were used in
the first coding cycle, including initial coding, inductive coding and holistic coding.
Initial coding is used to code all possible elements in the data (Saldaña, 2015).
Inductive coding creates codes by using the respondent's actual words to emphasize
their voices (Saldaña, 2015). Holistic coding is an attempt to summarize basic themes
from long data (Saldaña, 2015). For the first iteration, the data was broken down and
highlighted into units line-by-line. Each participant’s response could have multiple
units. Then, initial codes and inductive codes were created by the broken-down units
during the second iteration. Consider the example response, “If I receive the feedback
fairly quickly and have a reasonable amount of time before the next assignment I will
utilize the feedback.” This response was broken down into three units: "receive the
feedback fairly quickly", "have a reasonable amount of time before the next
assignment", and "I will utilize the feedback" and each unit was assigned a code. Last,
holistic codes were applied for each entire response at the last iteration. Using the
same example, the entire response was coded into "use feedback if receive fast" and
"use feedback if have enough time". All codes were written next to each unit, and
then listed and summarized on a new sheet after all codes were created.
The second cycle of coding aimed to develop categories and themes from an
array of first cycle codes. In this cycle, pattern coding, focused coding, and axial
coding were implemented to categorize codes and summarize the dimensions of
categories. Pattern coding assembles similar codes from the first cycle together by
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analyzing their commonality and relationships among them, and puts them into more
meaningful explanatory codes (Saldaña, 2015). For example, the pattern code “fast
feedback increases its use” was generated by these multiple codes “receive sooner,
more likely to use”, “forget if take too long”, and “not use if not in time”. Focused
coding is more concentrated on summarizing the most frequent codes (i.e. repeated
codes) into categories (Saldaña, 2015). For instance, many codes that repeated
receiving feedback sooner are coded as "sooner feedback". Axial codes group
similarly coded data together to sort and relabel them into categories, with the aim of
reducing the number of initial codes (Saldaña, 2015). For example, “sooner feedback”
and “received feedback quicker” can be categorized into “fast feedback”. All three
coding methods were used at the first iteration in this coding cycle to summarize and
categorize the initial and inductive codes, and then axial coding was followed again
for further summarizing and organizing the themes by their properties and
dimensions.
To verify intrarater reliability, the second round of coding was conducted one
month later. Twenty percent of participants were randomly selected from each factor
(each open-ended item). The process for the first cycle of coding detailed above was
employed.
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CHAPTER 3: QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
Results of the current study are organized by content area and research
question.
Reading AF
Do students read AF on homework/exams/projects? To explore student’s
reading AF behavior, participants were asked to rate how often they read AF received
on homework, exams, and projects separately. The responses were converted to
“Never” as 1, “Sometimes” as 2, “About half the time” as 3, “Most of the time” as 4,
and “Always” as 5. Results in Figure 1 indicate the mean score for reading AF on
homework was the lowest at 4.03. Approximately 40% of participants reported they
“always” read AF and 35% reported reading AF “most of the time”. Only about 25%
of students reported they read AF on homework about half or less than half of the
time. For reading AF on exams, the mean score was 4.16, slightly higher than that for
homework. A higher percent (49%) of students also reported reading AF “always” on
exams. However, only 27% of participants reported reading AF on exams at “most of
the time”. Similar to reading AF on homework, approximately 24% of students said
they read AF on exams about or less than half of the time. Reading AF on projects
had the highest mean score at 4.29. The highest percentage (53%) of students reported
“always” reading AF on projects. The mean scores implied students reported they
read AF in all three tasks “most of the time”. However, participants reported reading
AF on projects more often than on exams and homework.
Do students read AF on homework, exams, and projects differently? A
repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the frequencies of students
reading AF they received on homework, exams, and projects. The results showed a
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statistically significant difference among the self-reported frequencies of student
reading AF on these three types of tasks, F(2,138) = 7.70, p = .001, partial2 = .10. Post
hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni correction, with an original alpha
of .05 and a corrected alpha of .05/3 = .02. With this effect size, there was .86 power
to have this significant difference. The repeated measures ANOVA revealed the
reported frequency of reading AF on projects was statistically significantly more than
that on homework, and the mean for reading AF on projects was .26 higher than the
mean for reading AF on homework, with 95% confidence interval (CI) = [.10, .43], p
< .001. However, the reported frequency of reading AF on exams was not statistically
significantly different from homework. The mean for reading AF on exams was .13
higher than the mean for reading AF on homework, with 95% CI = [.06, .33], p = .28.
The difference between the frequencies of reading AF on exams and projects was also
not statistically significant. The mean for reading AF on projects was .13 higher than
the mean for reading AF on exams, with 95% CI = [.05, .30], p = .22. Results
demonstrated students read AF on projects more often than reading AF on homework,
but not greater than reading AF on exams. In addition, the frequency of student’s
reading AF on homework was not different from that on exams.
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Figure 1. Mean scores and percentages of students’ reported frequencies of reading
AF in three tasks.
Using/Applying AF
Do students use/apply feedback on assignments and exams to future
work? To learn more about student’s use of AF behavior, a set of questions asked
them to rate how often they use/apply AF they received on exams and homework.
According to responses (see Figure 2), approximately 42% of participants reported
they used/applied received AF on exams “most of the time”, compared with 24%
endorsing “always” and 18% endorsing “about half the time”. A minority,
approximately 13% of students, said they only used/applied AF on exams
“sometimes”. Only 3% of students said they never used/applied AF on exams. For the
frequency of students using/applying AF on homework, approximately half of
participants reported they used/applied AF “most of the time”, while only about 23%
reported “always” and 20% endorsed “about half the time”.
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Figure 2. Mean scores and percentages of reported frequencies of using/applying AF.
Do students use/apply feedback received on homework versus exams
differently? A paired-samples t-test was conducted to determine whether students
use/apply AF differently on homework versus exams. There was not a statistically
significant difference in the frequency of using/applying AF on exams (M = 3.72, SD
= 1.06) versus that on homework (M = 3.84, SD = .93), t(139) = 1.45, p = .15. The
difference between the mean for using/applying AF on exams and homework was .12,
with the 95% CI = [-.04, .27]. The effect size was very small (Cohen, 1988), with
Cohen’s d = .12. These results suggested students did not use/apply AF on homework
more than they use/apply AF on exams for future work. With this effect size, there
was .29 power to have this result.
Do students incorporate related previous feedback to future work? In
addition, I explored how often students reported checking received AF on related
previous work to improve future assignments. The greatest percentage of students
(36%) reported checking feedback on a similar previous homework “most of the
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time”. Approximately 25% reported they went back to check AF on previous related
work “about half the time” and approximately 25% endorsed “always”.
Approximately 4% of students said they had never gone back to a similar, previous
homework assignment to check AF before. Overall, the mean score of this item was
3.69, which indicated students on average were likely to do this “most of the time”.
Do students use/apply feedback less than they read feedback? Regarding
the behaviors of both reading and using/applying AF, a paired-sample t-test was
conducted to examine whether the frequencies of using/applying AF were different
from that of reading AF. Given that one must read AF to use it, it was expected for
any differences to be the result of reading but not using AF. AF on homework and
exams were included and combined in the analysis (i.e., reading AF = reading AF on
homework + reading AF on exams; using/applying AF = using/applying AF on
homework + exams). Results indicated a statistically significant difference between
the reported frequencies of using/applying AF (M = 7.56, SD = 1.76) and the
frequencies of reading AF (M = 8.19, SD = 1.77), t(139) = 5.22, p < .001. The
difference between the means for using/applying AF and reading AF was .63, with the
95% CI = [.40, .88]. The effect size was close to moderate (Cohen, 1988), with
Cohen’s d = .44. Results implied students read AF more often than they used/applied
AF. With this effect size, there was 1.00 power to get this result.
Helpfulness of AF
Do students think received feedback is helpful for future work in the
same course/in college in general? The third major content area revolves around
how students perceived the helpfulness of AF they have received in their courses.
Participants rated the helpfulness of AF received for their future work in the same
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course and college in general from "Not at all" to "Extremely helpful". The first group
of bars in Figure 3 shows students’ responses of their perceived helpfulness of AF on
assignments in their future work in the same course. About 40% of participants
reported the received AF on assignments were “very helpful” for further work in the
same course. Most other participants endorsed either 24% of students thought the AF
was “extremely helpful” (24%) or “moderately helpful” (29%). Only about 6% of
participants thought AF was “slightly helpful” for the future work in the course, and
none thought AF was not helpful at all. On average, students perceived AF on
assignments as “very helpful” for their future work in the same course.
Students’ perceived helpfulness of AF on their future work in college in
general were explored as well. The distribution of responses was similar to those for
the helpfulness of AF for future work in the same course. Most of the students (36%)
perceived AF as "very helpful" for their future work in college. A slightly lower
percentage of students (31%) thought AF received was “extremely helpful” for future
work in college in general. About a quarter of students endorsed “moderately helpful”
and a small percentage of students (6%) expressed these AF were only “slightly
helpful” for their future work in college in general. Only a very small percentage of
students (1%) said AF received was not helpful for their future work in college at all.
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Figure 3. Mean scores and percentages of student’s perceived helpfulness of AF
received on assignments for future work in the same course and college in general.
Is how often students read and/or use feedback related to the perceived
helpfulness of received feedback? Polychoric correlations were used to examine
relationships between reported frequency of reading AF, reported frequency of
using/applying AF, and perceived helpfulness of AF received in the same course and
college in general. Based on Cohen’s (1988) approach to evaluate the magnitude of
correlations, a correlation coefficient of .10 represents a small association, .30 is
considered a moderate correlation, and .50 represents a large correlation.
Results (see Table 5) suggest both the reported frequencies of reading AF and
using/applying AF were positively correlated with student's perceived helpfulness of
AF in the same course and college in general. The correlations between perceived
helpfulness of AF in the same course and reading AF on homework (rrh,hs = .53),
reading AF on exams (rre,hs = .39) and reading AF on projects (rrp,hs = .45) were higher
than corresponding correlations with using/applying AF on homework (ruh,hs = .45)
and using/applying AF on exams (rue,hs = .32). The results indicate, for the same type
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of work (i.e. homework, exams), perceived helpfulness of AF in the same course was
more strongly related to reading AF than it was with using/applying AF. According to
Cohen’s (1988) cutoffs of effect size, the correlations between perceived helpfulness
in the same course and reading AF on homework (rrh,hs) was a large correlation. There
was an additional 8% of overlap in variance for perceived helpfulness in the same
course and the reported frequency of reading AF on homework compared to
perceived helpfulness in the same course and reported frequency of using/applying
AF on homework. The correlation between perceived helpfulness in the same course
and reported using/applying AF on exams (rue,hs) was also relatively large, with 5%
more variance on using/applying AF than reading AF on exams explained by
student’s perceived helpfulness of AF in the same course. In addition, the correlation
between perceived helpfulness in the same course and reported reading AF on
projects (rrp,hs) was also considered a large correlation, with 20% shared variance.
For student’s perceived helpfulness of AF for future work in college in
general, the correlations with reported reading AF on homework (rrh,hc = .41) and
reading AF on exams (rex,hc = .39) were lower than the correlations for using/applying
AF on homework and exams (ruh,hc = .46, rue,hc = .41) accordingly. The reported
reading AF on projects (rrp,hc = .37) was least correlated with perceived helpfulness of
AF in college in general compared to reported reading AF on the other two tasks and
perceived helpfulness of AF in college. This was the reverse of the results of
perceived helpfulness of AF in the same course, as these indicated, for the same type
of tasks (i.e. homework and exams), perceived helpfulness of AF for the future work
in college in general was more strongly correlated with using/applying AF than it was
with reading AF. In addition, with the same effect size cut-off points, the largest
association was for the frequency of using/applying AF on homework, which was
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about 21% of the variance on that explained by student's perceived helpfulness for
future work in college in general. The rest of correlations between helpfulness for
future work in college in general and AF reading and use represented moderate
effects, with correlation coefficients ranging from .37 to .41. Of them, the smallest
association was with the frequency of reading AF on projects, which explained about
14% of the variance in student's perceived helpfulness of AF for future work in
college in general.
Table 5
Polychoric correlations (and effect size, r2) for AF read, AF use, and AF helpfulness
Measures
AF Read
1. Homework
(rh)
2. Exams (re)
3. Projects (rp)
AF Use/Apply
4. Homework (uh)
5. Exams (ue)
Helpfulness of AF for
Future Work
6. In the same
course (hs)
7. In college in
general (hc)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.00
.61
(.37)
.68
(.46)

1.00
.63
(.40)

1.00

.55
(.30)
.47
(.22)

.52
(.27)
.58
(.35)

.57
(.32)
.38
(.14)

.59
(.35)

1.00

.53
(.28)
.41
(.17)

.39
(.15)
.39
(.15)

.45
(.20)
.37
(.14)

.45
(.20)
.46
(.21)

.32
(.10)
.41
(.17)

1.00

1.00
.65
(.42)

1.00

Relationship Between AF and Individual Academic Characteristics
Two types of analyses were implemented to explore the relationship between
AF and the set of individual academic characteristics. First, two cluster analyses were
conducted. One cluster analysis investigated profiles of individual academic
characteristics of students with higher versus lower average responses on the reading
AF items. The other cluster analysis investigated profiles of the same individual
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academic characteristics, but for students with higher versus lower average responses
on the using/applying AF items. Second, a canonical correlation analysis was used to
examine the correlation between the set of individual academic characteristics and the
self-reported AF reading and use behaviors.

Figure 4. Cluster dendrogram for reading AF.
What profiles of individual academic characteristics do students who
most read and/or use feedback have compared to those who least read and/or use
feedback?
Cluster analysis: Reading AF. The first cluster analysis included the sum of the selfreported AF reading behaviors (3 items) and the set of individual academic
characteristics (i.e., academic entitlement, perceived academic control, work
avoidance, self-efficacy, self-esteem, three motivation subscales – intrinsic, extrinsic,
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and amotivation, and three self-compassion subscales – self-kindness, common
humanity, and mindfulness). Two methods were used to determine the clusters. From
the hierarchical cluster analysis solution, eight of 30 indices identified two clusters as
the optimal solution, five indices identified three clusters as the optimal solution, and
all other solutions had less than five indices indicating they were best. The Dudaindex and C-index suggested a 4-cluster solution was the most reasonable, and the
CH-index indicated the most supported solution was two clusters (see Table 6;
Milligan & Cooper, 1985). On the cluster dendrogram (See Figure 4), each vertical
line represents a cluster. Each horizontal line represents two clusters being merged
together, thus, they become one vertical line moving from the bottom of the plot to
the top. The vertical distance between two adjacent horizontal lines represents the
distance between the two clusters merged together in that step. According to the
figure, the two vertical lines closest to the top of the plot have the largest height,
before one of the two clusters is split, indicating the last two clusters merged together
were very different or far apart from one another. Other adjacent horizontal lines were
much closer together, indicating other clusters were much more similar. This
confirmed two clusters as the best solution.
For k-means cluster analysis, two types of starting values were used for cluster
centroids: random starting values (i.e., scores from a participant selected at random)
and hierarchical cluster centroids. For random starting values, under the majority rule,
nine of 30 indices proposed two clusters as the best solution, five indicated three
clusters as the best solution, and all other solutions were favored by fewer indices.
Thus, the majority rule supported two clusters. The CH-index also supported two
clusters, but the C-index supported six clusters as the best solution. In addition, Figure
5 displays between- and within-group sums of squares by k-means cluster solution
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obtained with random starting values. Between-group sums of squares are the
summary of squared distances between cluster means, and within-group sums of
squares represent the summary of squared distances between each person and their
cluster means. Higher between-group sums of squares and lower within-group sums
of squares are ideal. The change of sums of squares was much smaller after the elbow
point. Thus, the elbow in the graph shows the optimal solution of clusters. The figures
displayed elbows at two clusters which suggested it as the best solution for the
number of cluster. Similar plots (See Figure 6) for solutions obtained from
hierarchical cluster centroids as starting values also showed elbows at two as the best
number of clusters. Therefore, two clusters was the final decision for the number of
clusters present for the set of individual academic characteristics and reported AF
read.
Table 6
Majority rule, CH index and C index for 2-10 clusters

AF Read HCA
Majority rule
CH Index
C Index
k means
Majority rule
CH Index
C Index
AF Use/Apply HCA
Majority rule
CH Index
C Index
k means
Majority rule
CH Index
C Index

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8
33.90
.36

5
24.91
.36

2
21.31
.34

0
19.08
.41

0
17.36
.40

1
16.00
.39

0
15.01
.39

0
14.35
.37

0
13.86
.37

9
41.71
.35

5
30.61
.34

0
24.95
.33

0
21.36
.32

2
19.01
.31

1
16.77
.35

1
16.96
.39

1
15.74
.32

0
14.68
.32

11
31.70
.36

7
26.97
.33

2
23.05
.30

0
19.42
.29

0
17.25
.29

1
16.15
.37

0
15.13
.36

0
14.56
.35

0
14.08
.34

10
41.04
.32

4
29.45
.32

0
23.16
.31

2
21.33
.29

0
18.70
.36

0
17.19
.36

0
16.47
.36

0
15.48
.38

0
14.29
.35
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Figure 5. Between- and within-group sums of squares by k-means cluster solution
using 100 sets of random starting values.

Figure 6. Between- and within-group sums of squares by k-means cluster solution
using hierarchical cluster centroids as starting values.
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As shown in Table 7, students in the first cluster (Cluster 1; n = 77) had a
higher mean on the reported frequency of reading AF (See Figure 7). Students in this
cluster also had higher means of perceived academic control, self-efficacy, selfesteem, intrinsic academic motivation, extrinsic academic motivation and all three
self-compassion characteristics. The students in this cluster had lower means on
academic entitlement, work avoidance, and amotivation. Therefore, individuals in this
cluster, who reported reading received AF more frequently on average, also reported
being less academically entitled, perceived having more control over academic
outcomes, reported higher belief in their ability to succeed (self-efficacy), higher selfesteem, lower work avoidance, were more intrinsically and extrinsically motivated,
were more likely to be kind and understanding to themselves in the face of failure
(self-compassion: self-kindness), perceived their experiences as part of the larger
human experience (self-compassion: common humanity), and were more able to hold
painful thoughts in mindful awareness (self-compassion: mindfulness).
The second cluster (Cluster 2; n = 59) included students who had a lower
mean on the reported frequency of reading AF (See Figure 7). These students on
average reported higher academic entitlement, work avoidance, and academic
amotivation, and on average reported lower perceived academic control, self-efficacy,
self-esteem, intrinsic and extrinsic academic motivation, and self-compassion. In
other words, comparing with students in the first cluster, these students less frequently
read received AF. They were more academically entitled, were more likely to avoid
work, were lacking motivation to engage in tasks (academic amotivation), perceived
they had less control over performance on tasks (perceived academic control), had
lower self-efficacy and self-esteem, and had lower self-compassion, on average.
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Table 7
Descriptive Statistics and Differences Between Clusters on Cluster Variate for AF
Read.
Variable (Observed Range)

Cluster 1
(n = 77)
M
SD
AF Read (3, 15)
13.42 2.19
Academic Entitlement (8, 56)
20.00 7.54
Perceived Academic Control (8, 40)
38.97 6.75
Work Avoidance (4, 28)
11.66 4.90
Self-efficacy (8, 40)
33.03 4.45
Self-esteem (10, 40)
31.38 4.63
Academic Motivation – Intrinsic (12, 60)
43.57 7.60
Academic Motivation – Extrinsic (12, 60)
50.00 7.56
Academic Motivation – Amotivation (4, 20) 4.74 1.66
Self-compassion Self-kindness (5, 25)
16.49 3.47
Self-compassion Common Humanity (4, 20) 14.35 2.65
Self-compassion Mindfulness (4, 20)
14.26 2.56

Cluster 2
(n = 59)
M
SD
11.29 2.46
23.54 9.34
30.75 7.88
15.44 4.17
26.51 5.55
25.19 4.57
33.85 8.12
41.75 7.25
9.37 3.41
13.17 2.82
11.85 2.69
12.27 1.95

2
.17
.04
.24
.14
.30
.31
.28
.24
.45
.21
.18
.15

p*
<.001
.016
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

*p-values are unadjusted. For Bonferroni-corrected tests, compare p-values to .004.

Figure 7. Cluster means on range standardized cluster variate variables.
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to examine if clusters differed on selfreported cumulative GPA. Results revealed reported GPA statistically significantly
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differed by cluster, F(1,131) = 5.32, p = .02, 2 = .04. Cluster membership explained
4% of the variance in reported cumulative GPA. The mean for reported GPA of
students in Cluster 1(M = 3.29, SD = .65) was .27 higher than the mean for reported
GPA of students in Cluster 2 (M = 3.02, SD = .71).
Cluster analysis: Using/applying AF. The same two methods (i.e.,
hierarchical cluster analysis followed by k-means cluster analysis) were implemented
to detect profiles of the same individual academic characteristics with scores on the
items about using/applying AF. Using/applying AF was the sum score of
using/applying AF on homework and exams. From the hierarchical cluster analysis
solution, eleven of 30 indices proposed two as the best number of clusters, seven
favored three clusters, and the rest of the solutions were favored by fewer indices. The
Duda-index suggested a 4-cluster solution was the most reasonable. The CH-index
(see Table 6) supported two clusters as the best solution. However, the C-index (see
Table 6) supported six clusters as the best solution. From the cluster dendrogram (See
Figure 8), the two vertical lines closest to the top of the plot had the largest height,
which suggested two clusters as the optimal solution.
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Figure 8. Cluster dendrogram for using/applying AF.
For k-means cluster analysis, both random starting values and hierarchical
cluster centroids were also used. For random starting values, ten of 30 indices
proposed two clusters as the optimal solution, four of them indicated three clusters as
the optimal solution, and all other solutions were favored by fewer indices. The CHindex supported two clusters, but the C-index supported five clusters as the best
solution. In addition, the plots (See Figure 9) of between- and within-group sums of
squares by k-means cluster solution (using 100 sets of random starting values)
indicated two clusters was the best solution. Similar plots (See Figure 10) which used
hierarchical cluster centroids as starting values were also showed elbows at two
clusters. Therefore, the final decision for the number of clusters present for the same
set of individual academic characteristics and reported AF use/apply was two.
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Figure 9. Between- and within-group sums of squares by k-means cluster solution
using 100 sets of random starting values.

Figure 10. Between- and within-group sums of squares by k-means cluster solution
using hierarchical cluster centroids as starting values.
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Cluster profiles were astoundingly similar to the profiles detected from the
cluster analyses that included reported reading AF scores. Thus, the same profile of
characteristics linked with the higher average reported frequency of reading AF was
also linked with a higher average reported frequency of using/applying AF. Students
in the first cluster (Cluster 1; n = 70) had higher mean on the reported frequency of
using/applying AF (See Table 8 and Figure 11), also had the higher means in
perceived academic control, self-efficacy, self-esteem, intrinsic and extrinsic
academic motivation, as well as all three self-compassion characteristics. In addition,
these students had lower means in academic entitlement, work avoidance, and
academic amotivation. Therefore, the results indicated individuals in this cluster who
were more often to use/apply the received AF, reported having lower academic
entitlement, were much more likely to control and make effort on tasks (perceived
academic control), had high belief in their ability in success (self-efficacy), had high
self-esteem, were less likely to avoid work, were highly motivated both intrinsically
and extrinsically, were not lacking motivation to engage in tasks (amotivation), and
were more likely to be kind and understand to their failures (self-compassion selfkindness), perceived their negative experiences as part of the shared human
experience (self-compassion common humanity) and took a balanced view of
negative emotions (self-compassion mindfulness).
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Table 8
Descriptive Statistics and Differences Between Clusters on Cluster Variate for AF
Use/Apply.

Variable (Observed Range)
AF Use/Apply (2, 10)
Academic Entitlement (8, 56)
Perceived Academic Control (8, 40)
Work Avoidance (4, 28)
Self-efficacy (8, 40)
Self-esteem (10, 40)
Academic Motivation – Intrinsic (12, 60)
Academic Motivation – Extrinsic (12, 60)
Academic Motivation – Amotivation (4,
20)
Self-compassion Self-kindness (5, 25)
Self-compassion Common Humanity (4,
20)
Self-compassion Mindfulness (4, 20)

Cluster 1
(n = 70)
M
SD
8.11 1.69
20.36 7.62
39.64 6.48
11.39 4.80
33.37 4.37
31.74 4.62
44.26 7.55
50.84 6.43
4.70 1.64

Cluster 2
(n = 66)
M
SD
6.94 1.68
22.79 9.27
30.91 7.68
15.33 4.27
26.83 5.46
25.45 4.47
34.15 7.82
41.73 7.84
8.92 3.52

2
.11
.02
.28
.16
.31
.33
.31
.29
.38

p
<.001
.096
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

16.61 3.54 13.39 2.85 .20
14.51 2.68 11.94 2.61 .19

<.001
<.001

14.34 2.65 12.39 1.91 .15

<.001

*p-values are unadjusted. For Bonferroni-corrected tests, compare p-values to .004.
Similarly, the same profile of characteristics from the previous cluster
analyses, linked to a lower average reported frequency of reading AF was also
detected here in the cluster with a lower average reported frequency of using/applying
AF. Students in the second cluster (Cluster 2; n = 66) who had a lower mean on the
frequency of using/applying AF (See Figure 11), had relatively higher mean scores on
academic entitlement, work avoidance, and academic amotivation, but lower mean
scores in perceived academic control, self-efficacy, self-esteem, intrinsic and extrinsic
academic motivation, and self-compassion. In other words, reported less frequently
using/applying received AF, students were slightly more academic entitled, tended to
avoid work, a little bit lacked motivation to engage in tasks (academic amotivation),
were less likely to control or make effort on tasks (perceived academic control),
showed low self-efficacy and self-esteem, were less likely motivated by internal and
external rewards, and were less likely to be kind and understand their failure (self-
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compassion self-kindness), less likely to perceive their experiences as part of the
larger human experience (self-compassion common humanity) and were less likely to
hold negative emotions in mindful awareness (self-compassion mindfulness).

Figure 11. Cluster means on range standardized cluster variate variables.
The one-way ANOVA was also conducted to examine if student's reported
GPA differed by clusters with different frequencies of students using/applying of AF.
The results suggested the reported GPA were statistically significant different
between clusters, F(1,131) = 5.05, p = .03, 2 = .04. There were 4% of variance
explained student’s GPA by the differences in these individual academic
characteristics. The mean for reported GPA of students in Cluster 1(M = 3.30, SD
= .66) was .26 higher than the mean for reported GPA of students in Cluster 2 (M =
3.04, SD = .69).
How does the same set of individual academic characteristics relate with
self-reported feedback reading and use behaviors?
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Canonical correlation analysis. The canonical correlation analysis was
conducted to test the relationship between the set of individual academic
characteristics and self-reported frequencies of reading and using/applying AF. One
set of variables was AF variables containing the frequencies of reading AF on
homework, reading AF on exams, reading AF on projects, using/applying AF on
homework, and using/applying AF on exams. The other set of variables was
individual academic characteristics variables that involved academic entitlement,
perceived academic control, work avoidance, self-efficacy, self-esteem, extrinsic
academic motivation, intrinsic academic motivation, amotivation, self-compassion
self-kindness, self-compassion common humanity, and self-compassion mindfulness.
Before conducting the analysis, assumptions were checked. First, Mahalanobis
distances between each student’s scores and the means on all variables were
calculated and compared to a chi-square value corresponding to a significance level
of .001 to identify outliers. This is the multivariate equivalent of calculating a z-score
for each participant and comparing those z-scores to the z-values that cut off the outer
0.1% of the normal distribution. The degree of freedom of chi-square value was the
number of variables in the analysis which was 16. Results indicated two outliers
existed in the data with Mahalanobis distance values larger than the cutoff of χ2(16) =
39.25. After I explored the scores of these two students, I determined they were not
from a different population than the rest of the sample. The Mahalanobis distance for
one of the outliers was 39.71 which was only .46 above the critical chi-square value.
Therefore, this outlier was kept for the following analysis. The other outlier
responded to the survey in a very short time, which could indicate they did not take
the survey seriously. However, their omission would not have a noticeable effect on
the canonical correlation results. Thus, the outlier was also kept for the following
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analysis. Mardia’s tests of multivariate skew and kurtosis were conducted to test for
multivariate normality. Results indicated data were not multivariate normal, with
skew = 58.21, p < .01 and kurtosis = 317.68, p < .01. For 16 variables, a perfectly
multivariate normal distribution would have Mardia’s skew = 0 and Mardia’s kurtosis
= 288. However, simulation research indicates canonical correlation is robust to
nonnormality (Seo, Kanda & Fujikoshi, 1995). Last, the scatter plots between
variables revealed there was no clear U-shaped or S-shaped relationships among the
variables, which indicated all relationships were linear.
Canonical correlation results indicated the set of AF variables were not
statistically significantly correlated with the set of individual academic characteristics
(IACs), R = .44, Wilk’s lambda (w) = .59, F(55, 559.04) = 1.24, p = .12. However,
the results indicated 41% of variance among all pairs of composites was shared, and
the first pair of composites of these variables shared 19% of their variance, which was
practically significant. Thus, the first pair of composites was explored further. The
power was not calculated since there is no specific approach to calculate canonical
correlation.
Table 10 displays the values of raw coefficients, standardized coefficients, and
structure coefficients for the AF composite and the IAC composite for the first
canonical correlation. According to the raw coefficients, weighted sum scores on the
AF composite would be calculated with the following equation:
1st AF composite = -0.04*Readhw+ 0.16*Readex + 0.37*Readpj + 0.42* Usehw
+ 0.36*Useex
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Table 9
Canonical Correlation Test Statistics for All Pairs of Composites
R
.44

st

R2
.19

w

F
1.24

p
.12

1 Pair of
.59
Composite
2nd Pair of
.39
.15
.73
1.02
.44
Composite
3rd Pair of
.28
.08
.86
.73
.84
Composite
4th Pair of
.24
.06
.92
.62
.87
Composite
5th Pair of
.14
.02
.98
.34
.93
Composite
w , F, and p are cumulative. The first w = .59 is for all pairs of composites. The second w
= .73 is for all but the first pair of composites. The third w = .86 is for all but the first two
pairs of composites, and so on.

From this equation, a student with a very high score on this AF composite has
a lower score on reading AF on homework, but high scores on reading AF on exams
and projects, and using/applying AF on homework and exams. A student with a very
low score on this AF composite has a higher score on reading AF on homework, but
low scores on reading AF on exams and projects, and using/applying AF on
homework and exams.
Standardized coefficients are used for evaluating the unique contribution of
the variable to the correlation. The larger the value, the larger the respective variable’s
unique contribution to the weighted sum (and thus the correlation). According to the
results in Table 10, the frequency of using/applying AF on exams contributed the
most, while the frequency of reading AF on homework demonstrated the least
contribution to the AF weighted sum. Thus, the reported frequency of reading AF on
homework only trivially impacted the weighted sum scores on this composite, and
individuals with high versus low scores on the first AF composite mainly differ on the
reported frequency of reading AF on exams and projects and using/applying AF on
homework and exams. In other words, the reported frequency of reading AF on
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homework does not differentiate between individuals with low and high scores on this
AF composite.
Table 10
Raw, Standardized, and Structure Coefficients for the First Pair of Composites

AF Variables
Read AF on Homework
Read AF on Exams
Read AF on Projects
Use/Apply AF on Homework
Use/Apply AF on Exams
Individual Academic
Characteristics Variables
Academic Entitlement (AE)
Perceived Academic Control
(PAC)
Work Avoidance (WAV)
Self-efficacy (SEF)
Self-esteem (SE)
Academic Motivation-Extrinsic
(AMEx)
Academic Motivation-Intrinsic
(AMIn)
Academic MotivationAmotivation (AMAm)
Self-compassion Self-kindness
(SCSK)
Self-compassion Common
Humanity (SCCH)
Self-compassion Mindfulness
(SCM)

Raw
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

Structure
Coefficients
(AF set)

Structure
Coefficients
(IAC set)

-0.04
0.16
0.37
0.42
0.36

-0.04
0.16
0.34
0.39
0.38

0.66
0.77
0.78
0.87
0.80

0.29
0.33
0.34
0.38
0.35

0.01
-0.01

0.10
-0.10

-0.02
0.15

-0.04
0.34

-0.08
0.01
-0.01
0.05

-0.39
0.06
-0.04
0.42

-0.26
0.20
0.16
0.32

-0.59
0.47
0.38
0.72

0.02

0.22

0.27

0.62

-0.09

-0.31

-0.27

-0.61

0.11

0.39

0.15

0.35

0.05

0.13

0.20

0.46

-0.20

-0.50

0.03

0.06

Structure coefficients are overall correlations between scores on each variable
and scores on a composite. Results showed all the AF variables were strongly and
positively correlated to the 1st AF composite score (See Table 10). However, although
the reported frequency of reading AF on homework had a strong positive overall
relationship with the 1st AF composite score, it did not have any unique relationship
with the 1st AF composite beyond other AF variables, as evidenced by the trivial
standardized coefficient. In addition, the structure coefficients for the IACs variables
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and AF composite indicate the correlations between scores on these variables and AF
composite scores. All three types of motivation and work avoidance were highly or
moderately correlated with AF composite scores. Academic entitlement and selfcompassion mindfulness were not (or only trivially) correlated with AF composite
scores.
According to the raw coefficients of IACs variables, weighted sum scores on
the 1st IACs composite would be calculated with the following equation:
1st IAC composite = 0.01*AE + -0.01*PAC + -0.08*WAV +0.01*SEF + -0.01*SE
+ 0.05*AMEx + 0.02*AMIn + -0.09*AMAm + 0.11*SCSK
+ 0.05*SCCH + -0.20*SCM
This equation demonstrated that students with a very high score on this IACs
composite have high scores on academic entitlement, self-efficacy, extrinsic academic
motivation, intrinsic academic motivation, self-compassion self-kindness and selfcompassion common humanity, but low scores in perceived academic control, work
avoidance, self-esteem, amotivation and self-compassion mindfulness. A student with
a very low score on this IACs composite has low scores on academic entitlement,
self-efficacy, extrinsic and intrinsic academic motivation, self-compassion selfkindness and self-compassion common humanity, but high scores on perceived
academic control, work avoidance, self-esteem, amotivation and self-compassion
mindfulness.
For standardized coefficients (See Table 10), extrinsic academic motivation
and self-compassion mindfulness contributed the most to the weighted sum scores on
this composite, while academic entitlement, perceived academic control, self-efficacy
and self-esteem displayed the least contribution to the correlation. Specificallt, selfefficacy and self-esteem only barely impacted the weighted sum scores on this
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composite. Individuals with high versus low scores on the IACs composite primarily
differed on work avoidance, all three types of academic motivation, and all three selfcompassion variables, and slightly differ on academic entitlement and perceived
academic control. In other words, self-efficacy and self-esteem do not differentiate
between individuals with low and high scores on the IACs composite.
The structure coefficients of the 1st IAC composite show the overall
correlations between scores on each variable and scores on the 1st IAC composite (See
Table 10). The results displayed that work avoidance and amotivation had strong
negative overall correlations with IACs composite score. Perceived academic control,
self-efficacy, self-esteem, extrinsic and intrinsic academic motivation, selfcompassion self-kindness and self-compassion common humanity had strong positive
overall correlations with the IACs composite. However, although self-efficacy and
self-esteem had high overall correlations with IACs composite, they did not uniquely
contribute to the IACs composite as shown by the standardized coefficients.
Moreover, academic entitlement and self-compassion mindfulness had a very small
overall correlations with the IACs composite. In addition, the structure coefficients
for the AF variables and IACs composite indicated all of them were moderately and
positively correlated with the IACs composite scores.
Overall, since the correlation between AF composite scores and IACs
composite scores is positive, high scores on the AF composite tend to have high
scores on the IACs composite. Therefore, a student with high scores on the reported
frequency of reading AF on exams and projects, and reported frequency of using AF
on homework and exams correspondingly has low scores on work avoidance,
amotivation, and self-compassion mindfulness, but high scores on extrinsic and
intrinsic academic motivation, self-compassion self-kindness and self-compassion
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common humanity. A student with low scores on the reported frequency of reading
AF on exams and projects, the reported frequency of using AF on homework and
exams occurs to have high scores on work avoidance, amotivation, and selfcompassion mindfulness but low scores on extrinsic and intrinsic academic
motivation, self-compassion self-kindness and self-compassion common humanity.
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CHAPTER 4: QUALITATIVE RESULTS
Factors Influencing the Use of AF
According to responses, approximately 76% of students identified the quality
of AF as one of the factors influencing their use of AF, the most frequently selected
factor. The second most selected factor was time, such as how soon the student
received feedback, or how much time the student had before the next assignment was
due. Time was selected by 73% of students. The third most selected factor influencing
the use of AF was the usefulness of the feedback received, selected by 71% of
students. Both the direction of AF and the person providing the feedback (e.g.,
instructor and teaching assistant) were chosen as factors influencing the use of AF by
47% of students. Feedback direction referred to positive (i.e., praise and strengths of
work) versus negative (i.e., criticisms and weaknesses of work) feedback. Course
design represented course structure and requirements related to AF and was selected
by 46% of students. For example, whether there is an opportunity to improve and
resubmit course work and whether course tasks are designed such that AF builds on
previous comments would both be an aspect of course design. Slightly less common,
teaching methods surrounding feedback, such as class time dedicated to reviewing
coursework or feedback, or providing rubrics, was selected by 41% of students.
Similarly, approximately 39% of students selected structure of feedback, such as AF
given through rubrics versus in free form. Last, only 19% of students identified the
quantity of feedback as a factor of using AF. See Figure 12 for a visual representation
of these percentages.
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Factors Influencing the Use of AF
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Figure 12. Percentage of participants selecting each factor influencing the use of AF.
Quality of AF. As the most selected factor (N = 106), how did AF quality
influence whether students used AF? To answer this, I included an open-ended
question on the survey. Four open-ended responses were not included in this analysis
due to students’ misunderstanding of the factor or question. Twenty random responses
were coded in the second round for the first cycle coding in one month later from the
first round, and all codes (n = 24) were exactly the same as the codes in the first round
(100% intrarater reliability).
The responses were coded into three main categories – AF with good quality,
AF with bad quality, influences of good quality feedback. First, students tended to
focus on the intention behind the AF in evaluating whether they would use AF.
Students thought if the AF showed the commenter, usually the professor, cared about
them and their work (n = 3), the AF reflected their professor wanted students to
succeed (n = 2), or the AF showed professors took time and effort to help students (n
= 4), they would be more likely to use and read AF in their future work.
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Because you know the person took the time to evaluate your work and cares
about the feedback they’re giving, therefore, making it helpful and useful.
(Cares)
[I]f it seems sincere and not rushed, more like the professor genuinely wants
their students to succeed then I will look at feedback more intently.
(Success)
If I can tell that the professor put individual time and effort into giving
feedback, I am more likely to use it.

(Effort)

Table 11
Major Codes, Minor Codes, Subcodes, and the Number of Each Code for Quality of
AF (N = 106)
Major
Codes

Minor Codes

Professor cares (n = 9)
Good
Quality
(n = 79)
Types of AF (n = 73)

Bad
Quality
(n = 10)

Influence
(n = 32)

Subcodes
Professor’ care (n = 3);
Professor want students get
successes (n = 2);
Show professor’s effort
(n = 4)
Correctness (n = 9);
fix (n = 23);
detailed (n = 27);
thought well (n = 7);
organized (n = 4);
not require length (n = 3)

Elaborate
Subcodes

Detailed:
specific (n = 13);
explanation
(n = 14)

Simple/superficial
(n = 6);
vague (n = 2);
negative AF (n = 2)
Better understand
(n = 8);
improve work (n = 16);
motivate learning
(n = 4);
better grade (n = 4)

Second, responses indicated what students thought constituted quality AF.
Students described quality AF as constructive by identifying what was incorrect in the
work (n = 9), as well as offering methods of fixing what was wrong (n = 23).
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Moreover, students suggested quality AF was detailed (n = 27), defined as either
specific ideas (n = 13) or thorough explanations (n = 14) of the work. Finally,
students stated good-quality feedback should be well thought out (n = 7) and
organized in a structured and easy-to-use format (n = 4).
The quality of feedback helps with knowing what I'm doing right and wrong.
(Correctness)
If the feedback is thorough it will help me fix what I need and I will use all of
it to help me get a better grade.

(Fix)

The quality of the feedback is more important than the [quantity]. It should
note specific ideas or statements from my assignment instead of broad, unclear
feedback.

(Detail - specific)

Not just quantity of feedback such as points off for short introduction. Like
that feedback is not thorough, and would like them to explain as to how I
could extend my intro or etc.

(Detail – explanation)

[I]f the feedback I am receiving is well-thought out, genuine and organized I
will use the feedback I have received.

(Well thought)

If the feedback is given in an organized and structured way, I use it and rely
on it.

(Organize)

A few students (n = 3) indicated good quality feedback was independent of the length
or quantity of the feedback.
There is no set length to the feedback that I need…

(Length)

I want to know exactly what I did wrong and how I can improve, not just
quantity of feedback …

(Length)

Students also discussed characteristics of poor quality AF, suggesting poor
quality AF may reduce their use of AF. They stated AF that was vague (n = 2), or
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overly simple and superficial (n = 6) was not useful. Students mentioned overly
negative AF (n = 2) was detrimental to their confidence.
[B]ad feedback or just a simple correct or incorrect response does not help me
when reviewing work that was graded.

(Simple)

If the feedback is illegible or vague, it is difficult to take any applicable
information out of it that can be applied in the future.

(Vague)

I find it hard to fix issues in tasks based off of feedback that simply says
"awkward" or "good" or "change this".

(Superficial)

If it is too much negative feedback then I lose confidence.

(Negative)

Responses also reflected the influence of AF on the intention to use AF.
Quality AF was perceived as helping students understand the feedback itself,
demonstrating why they should incorporate it into future work (n = 8), and indicating
how they can improve their work (n = 16).
The better quality, the better I understand it and can use it.
(Help to understand)
The better the quality the more I can understand why I should use it.
(Help to understand)
The quality of feedback helps me improve the revision…

(Help to apply)

Moreover, students (n = 4) mentioned feedback with good quality motivated
their learning. It encouraged students to improve on future work and increased student
focus in class.
Good feedback makes me want to do better next time.

(Motivation)

It also helps aid my focus on my classes if [I] receive good quality comments
that are meant to help me understand why I messed up in a question.
(Motivation)
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Some students were also motivated to use good quality feedback to earn a
better grade in class (n = 4), which corresponds to a performance achievement goal
rather than a mastery learning goal.
[I]f the feedback is thorough it will help me fix what I need and I will use all
of it to help me get a better grade.

(Better grade)

Timeliness of AF. Time was the second most popular factor that students
reported influencing their use of AF (N = 102). Four responses were eliminated due to
misunderstanding the question. Twenty responses were selected randomly to code in
the second round. Ninety-five percent of codes (n = 21) were the same as those in the
first-round coding, suggesting adequate intrarater reliability.
Table 12
Major Codes, Minor Codes, Subcodes, and the Number of Each Code for Timeliness
of AF (N = 102)
Major Codes
Quick response (n = 88)

Minor Codes
Time to review (n = 33)

Time management (n = 13)

Memory (n = 17)
Move on (n = 6)
Timely (n = 32)
Busy (n = 5)
Regular scheduled (n = 8)
Long – care (n = 1); timely
– care (n = 2)

Professor’s attitudes (n = 3)

Subcodes
General time (n = 19); time
before next assignment (n
= 14)

Students had varied perspectives on this factor. The most common comments
on the timeliness of AF was that the quicker students received AF, the better they
could apply AF (n = 88). Different reasons were mentioned for requiring quicker AF.
Some of the students preferred to have more time to read and digest the AF (n = 19);
others emphasized having enough time before next assignment to use it (n = 14).
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The sooner I receive feedback, the more time I have to consider and analyze it.
(Enough time)
If I receive the feedback fairly quickly and have a reasonable amount of time
before the next assignment I will utilize the feedback.
(Enough time before next assignment)
Another reason undergraduates favored faster AF was memory (n = 17). Getting AF
sooner would facilitate AF use because students still remembered the course content
on the homework, exam, or project.
If I get the feedback at a reasonable time, then the information that I submitted
is still fresh in my mind and would be able to think of ways to improve easier.
(Memory)
The idea of content still being “fresh” was related to another concern, that
students may have already moved on to new content when receiving AF on previous
work (n = 6). Previous lessons may become less relevant or less important to them
once they were given new tasks or work. Therefore, they were less likely to use the
AF if they received it later.
If I receive feedback more than a week after the assignment has been
submitted, I generally do not pay much attention to the feedback. Chances are
by that time I have already moved on to other tasks.

(Move on)

Last, a portion of students did not explicitly describe how or why AF
timeliness affected their use of AF, but instead only expressed their preference for
timely AF (n = 32). They stated receiving AF in a timely manner enhanced the use of
AF.
If the feedback is received within a timely manner to incorporate it into my
assignment.

(Timely manner)
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Students also pointed out another perspective which was related to time
management (n = 13). Some students indicated they were too busy to review and use
AF at times (n = 5).
I am a single mother who attends school full-time and works full-time, time is
just very scare right now....so, I try to incorporate feedback, but sometimes I
just don't have the time (i.e. starting an assignment super early or when first
assigned).

(Busy)

Additionally, some students preferred a regular schedule of AF, or at least a schedule
that was predictable and consistent, which enabled them to arrange their coursework
schedule accordingly (n = 8).
It will give me my timeline for the assignment.

(Regular scheduled)

A consistent and reasonable time frame to submit assignments will help me
implement this into my schedule efficiently.

(Regular scheduled)

A small number of students inferred about professors’ attitudes based on the
timeliness of AF provided. One student thought professors cared for students’ work
more if it took a long time for the professor to provide AF. However, two students
thought professors cared more if they gave timely (i.e., faster) AF.
If I receive feedback after a longer time, it makes me believe the professor or
TA has looked at it more thoroughly.

(Professor Attitude)

If time was long in which I didn't receive my feedback I would either think
I’m doing just fine, or the professor really doesn't care about the course or
project.

(Professor Attitude)

Usefulness of AF. Usefulness of AF was the third most selected factor (N =
99). One response was not included in the analysis because the student misinterpreted
the factor. Twenty responses from this factor were recoded in a second round by
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random selection. Ninety-two percent of codes (n = 23) were the same as those in the
first-round coding.
Responses showed varied perspectives on this factor. First, students’ responses
identified broad types of useful AF (n = 39) and expressed they were more likely to
apply useful AF. For example, some students thought useful AF should be clear (n =
6) and sensible to them.
If the feedback does not make sense to me then it makes it hard for me to
apply it the next time around.

(Make sense)

Second, students (n = 21) demonstrated useful AF is applicable to current or future
work and that they would use applicable AF more often.
If the feedback is applicable I will use it more often.

(Applicable)

Table 13
Major Codes, Minor Codes, Subcodes, and the Number of Each Code for Usefulness
of AF (N = 99)
Major Codes
Broad types of
AF (n = 39)
Specific types of
AF (n = 70)

Minor Codes
Clear (n = 6); applicable (n = 21); good
quality (n = 8); person who provide (n = 4)
Detailed (n = 24)

Subcodes

Detailed (n = 7); indepth (n = 7);
explanatory (n = 4);
individual (n = 6)

Correctness (n = 13)
How to make correction & improve (n = 33)
More useful –
more use (n = 16)

Third, students (n = 8) mentioned that useful AF shares several characteristics with
quality AF, specifically that both useful AF and quality AF is well thought out and
informative. These characteristics made AF more reliable and encouraged AF use.
Last, some students specifically mentioned the person who provided the AF
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contributed to the usefulness of AF (n = 4). They felt experts’ opinions were more
useful than the opinions of their peers.
If the feedback is not well thought out and informational, I am less likely to
use it.

(Good Quality)

Often feedback we receive from college courses is useless peer review
feedback that is almost never useful. Feedback would be a lot more useful if it
was from people who were supposed to be the experts on the topic such as
grad assistants and professors…

(Person who provides AF)

Students also identified additional characteristics of AF which they thought
were useful and would lead them to use AF more in future work (n = 70). First,
students thought more detailed AF was more useful (n = 24). Four main subcategories
were identified within more detailed AF: detailed AF (n = 7), in-depth AF (n = 7),
explanatory AF (n = 4), and individual AF (n = 6). Detailed AF responses suggested
providing more specific information about the student’s work was more useful.
Responses under the in-depth theme mentioned AF should not be simple (i.e., “this is
great”), but should help with student’s understanding of course content. Explanatory
AF responses indicated explanations about why the aspects of the student’s work was
wrong were most desired. Last, AF was perceived useful if it focused on the
individual student rather than general critiques for an entire class.
If it’s more specific feedback and I understand exactly what I need to do I am
less likely to put it off for a later time.

(Details)

If the feedback is not considered to expand my understanding of a subject or
provide new ideas and material I am unlikely to use a feedback system.
(In-depth)
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I hate seeing comments on my major papers and exams that don't indicate a
possible reason to why I didn't receive full points in a major assessment.
(Explanatory)
If you think it is relatable and you yourself could use it not just the general
idea of it being useful to a broad range of people.

(Individual)

In addition, students wanted to be clear about what they got wrong and what needs to
be fixed (n = 13). By learning the deficiency of the previous work, students can apply
the knowledge to the next work,
If I have good feedback I know exactly what I need to fix.

(Correctness)

Last, students also identified AF that helped them determine how to make corrections
and improve their work was useful, and they would more likely to use it in their future
work (n = 33).
The usefulness of the feedback I receive influences whether I use it by seeing
if it is telling me how I can improve.

(Improvement)

Other students did not explain what makes AF useful or unuseful, but
confirmed the more useful AF they received, the more likely they would apply it in
the future (n = 16).
The more useful the feedback is, the more likely I am to implement it into my
work.

(Not explain)

Positive vs. Negative AF. The factor of positive and negative AF was selected
relatively less than the previous three factors (N = 66). Three responses were removed
from the analysis because the responses were unrelated to the factor. Thirteen
responses were randomly selected to code in the second round, and all of codes (n =
14) were exactly the same as the codes in the first-round coding.
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Students held four different viewpoints on this factor: some students preferred
both positive and negative AF (N = 45), some thought only positive (N = 6) or only
negative (N = 9) AF benefited their use of AF, and others did not have a specific
preference (N = 3).
Table 14
Major Codes, Minor Codes, and the Number of Each Code for Direction of AF (N =
66)
Major Codes
Both positive and negative (N = 45, n = 48)

Either positive or negative (N = 15)

Minor Codes
Positive – right & keep, negative – wrong &
change (n = 22)
Balance (n = 23)
Clear & detail (n = 3)
Positive - built confidence (N = 6)
Negative - improve (N = 9)

No preference (N = 3)

Students had different reasons for believing AF containing both positive and
negative segments was best to use (n = 48). First, some students believed positive AF
informed them of things that were correct and should be kept or continued in the
future, whereas negative AF identified mistakes they needed to correct in the future (n
= 22). It seemed both of these were necessary for improvement.
Positive feedback is great meaning that I should keep doing what I'm doing.
Negative feedback is even better. They are marks in my actions that tell me to
improve these wrong tendencies.

(Positive & negative)

Second, some students liked the balance of positive and negative AF for their
different functions (n = 23). Negative AF was deemed to be effective information that
helped students improve their work, while positive AF was regarded as increasing
one’s confidence in their work. Students relied on both types of AF. Responses
suggested receiving only negative AF may cause negative feelings for students, and
receiving only positive AF may falsely convey that there are no errors in their work at
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all or nothing they need to improve. Therefore, the balance of positive and negative
AF was essential for some students.
[I]f it is all negative it won[’]t make me want to read it, it should be a mix of
both.

(Balance)

If I got mostly negative feedback, it kind of puts me down. … If there are
positive notes in there, it will [lessen] the blow of the negative comments.
(Balance)
If positive I most likely won’t fix my assignment because I am under the
impression that there are no errors.

(Balance)

Last, a small number of students stated that including both positive and negative AF
made the AF clearer and more detailed (n = 3), which encourages them to use the AF.
I'd like use the pro/con system to making a decision, so I need both positive
and negative feedbacks to help me see clearly what is the middle ground.
(Clear)
However, two other groups of students emphasized only positive AF or only
negative AF. For those who only favored positive AF (N = 6), they felt it was more
effective because the positive tone of AF encouraged them and built up their
confidence to work. However, these students found it difficult to accept negative AF.
On the other side, those who preferred only negative AF (N = 9) thought it was
effective information to help them improve their work.
Positive feedback makes me feel good and confident about my writing and
work, but negative feedback I cannot seem to take easily.

(Positive)

I definitely take negative into account over positive feedback. I want to focus
on what I can improve on.

(Negative)
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The last three students did not have any preference for the direction of AF.
They did not prefer both directions of AF or just one of them, but they believed either
positive or negative can help them improve the work.
[W]hether it is good or bad, it helps me understand the areas in which I need
to work on.

(Either)

Person Providing the AF. The same number of students selected this factor
as the factor of the direction of AF (N = 66), and two of them were not included in the
analysis due to their unrelated responses. Thirteen responses were randomly selected
to code in the second round, and all of them (n = 13) were exactly the same as the
codes in the first-round coding. Students further explained why they preferred certain
people providing AF. Professors or course instructors were the ones that students
trusted most (n = 42). Six of the students mentioned they only took AF from
professors seriously, because professors are more trustworthy. For students who
compared professors and teaching assistants, two of them thought both sources were
helpful, but nine of them preferred the AF from professors, because they thought
professors were more educated and experienced in the subject. Another reason is that
the students thought professors would take the work more seriously than teaching
assistants.
I think that feedback from professors is more important as they are the ones
giving the final grade, and they can show what might be missing.
(Professor)
Whether the feedback came from a professor or a TA.
(Both professor and teaching assistant)
If it's from the professor I take the feedback more into account rather than if
it's from a peer or teacher's assistant.

(Professor over teaching assistant)
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Table 15
Major Codes, Minor Codes, Subcodes, and the Number of Each Code for Person
Providing the AF (N = 66)
Major Codes
Professors/instructors
(n = 42)

Minor Codes
Only professor (n = 6)
Compare with teaching assistant (n
= 11)
Compare with peers (n = 25)

Friends (n = 4)

Accept friends (n = 2); not prefer
friends (n = 2); person who know (n
= 1)
Reliable (n = 5); authorized,
educated, and experienced (n = 11);
respect (n = 4)

Defined person (n =
20)

Subcodes
Both helpful (n = 2); prefer
professors (n = 9)
Prefer professor (n = 17);
prefer both professor and
teaching assistant (n = 8)

Students also compared professors to their peers as the source of AF. Some
students preferred AF from professors over their peers (n = 17) for the same as the
reasons why they thought professors were better resources than teaching assistants
(i.e., more of an expert). In addition, they thought professors were the ones who
actually graded the work and thus were more serious about giving AF. These students
also thought their peers did not provide AF seriously and they might not be competent
enough to provide the AF for the sake of lacking domain knowledge. There were an
additional eight students who considered AF from professors and teaching assistants
as better than AF from peers.
I obviously know my professor is more knowledgeable in the subject than a
peer.

(Professor)

Many students are just bad at editing papers, aren't good writers, didn't have
enough time, don't care, etc. If feedback is coming from a grad student or [a]
professor it is a lot more trustworthy and useful.

(Not peers)
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The source of my feedback heavily influences whether I use the feedback in
my work or not. If the feedback comes [from] a peer I am less likely to use the
feedback compared to a TA of professor.
(Professor and teaching assistant over peer)
Friends were also mentioned in responses. Students said they would like to
accept AF from friends as friends know them very well (n = 2). Another student
mentioned the AF from the person who knows him/her better would be more helpful.
However, two students disagreed with this opinion as they thought friends cannot
provide AF honestly due to their friendship. They would prefer AF from professors.
I value certain people[’s] opinions much more than others. My best friend, for
example is almost on par with my personal beliefs. He knows me better than I
know myself. If he says something is bad for me, I know he is right and is
looking at the situation from a smarter view than myself.

(Approve friend)

A friend will try and sugar coat it so you do not get mad at them. Someone
you are not as familiar with such as a teacher or acquaintance will be more
honest.

(Disapprove friend)

Some students also described types of AF sources they trusted. For example, a
person providing AF should be reliable and credible (n = 5).
If I like the person who gives me feedback or I think they are reliable then I
am more likely to use it.

(Reliable person)

Other students identified AF from an authority figure, someone more experienced
than themselves (n = 11), was more likely to be used.
If the source of the feedback is someone educated or superior to me [I] take
their advice.

(Educated person)

Last, students preferred to use AF from someone they respected (n = 4),
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If [I] respect someone and look up to them I will definitely use the feedback.
(Respect person)
Course Design/Requirements Related to AF. Course design or course
requirements related to AF referred to, for example, whether the course supplied
students with an opportunity to resubmit work or whether AF built on previous
comments. This factor was selected approximately as often as the person providing
the AF (N = 65). Nine responses were not considered due to irrelevance. Eleven
randomly selected responses were recoded from this factor in the second round, and
ninety-one percent of codes (n = 10) were recoded the same as the codes in the firstround coding.
From the responses, the opportunity of resubmission was the most discussed
topic (n = 57). Students indicated they were more likely to use AF to correct and
improve their work if a resubmission opportunity was given. Twenty of these students
simply expressed preference for resubmission. The other 37 explained why
resubmission was important. Specifically, nineteen students emphasized that
resubmission would allow them to learn or to earn a better grade.
If their is an opportunity for resubmission, I am more likely to learn from my
mistakes and apply them in the future.

(Resubmission)

If there is an opportunity to resubmit, I will definitely use feedback more
because it will give me a better chance of improving my grade.
(Resubmission – better grade)
Moreover, two students expressed resubmission motivated them to review and apply
AF to their work (n =2).
Having a chance to improve after feedback makes me more motivated and
actually listen and use the feedback that was given to me.

(Motivated)
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Table 16
Major Codes, Minor Codes, Subcodes, and the Number of Each Code for Course
Design/Requirements Related to AF (N = 65)
Major Codes
Opportunity of resubmission
(n = 57)

Minor Codes
General - more like to use (n =
21)
Better grade (n = 19)
Motivate (n = 2)
Improve understanding (n = 10)
Reduce anxiety (n = 1); show
following the professor (n = 1)
Resubmission in conditions (n =
3)

Subcodes

Once have time (n
= 1); low grade (n
= 2)

Confirm understanding of AF (n
= 3)

In addition, the opportunity of resubmission could improve their understanding of
course content and improve their work (n = 10), because the process of resubmitting
the work gave them a second chance to work through the assignment and learn the
content again with the help of comments.
Having the opportunity to improve and resubmit makes me stronger in the
topic and builds my strength of getting better with the assignment.
(Improve understanding)
One student mentioned the opportunity for resubmission could reduce his/her anxiety
when submitting work for the first time. Another student said resubmitting work
could show the professor that he/she followed the AF they provided.
It helps because [I] still take the feedback and know that if there is an issue, [I]
can work hard to do it again and fix it, so [I] have less anxiety when
attempting the work which makes me calmer and typically do better.
(Reduce anxiety)
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I feel like this allows me to show the professor that [I] have listen to the
feedback that they provided me, so therefore it would be worth it redoing the
assignment.

(Followed professors)

Alternatively, a small number of students only preferred resubmission
opportunities under certain conditions, such as when they had time (n = 1) or when
they got a very low grade (n = 2). Additionally, two students stated they would read
AF regardless of resubmission. Another student stated if there was no chance to
resubmit the work, he/she would be more critical on the first submission.
[I]f feedback is provided and the assignment is at a low grade I would fix my
assignment and turn it in for an opportunity to get more credit.

(Low grade)

Besides resubmission, students also mentioned the course needs a method to
confirm their understanding of AF and make sure students can use it (n = 3).
I think it’s important to know where you can improve in certain assignments
or material in class to makes sure the student is getting full understanding and
actual use out of the course.

(Confirm understanding)

Teaching Methods Surrounding AF. This factor indicates the teaching
activities or approaches that relate to providing or reviewing AF, such as reviewing
AF/coursework in class or providing rubrics for an assigned task (N = 58). Among
students who selected this factor, seven were eliminated from the analysis as their
responses were about unrelated topics. Ten responses were randomly selected to code
in the second round, and ninety-two percent of codes (n = 11) were the same as in the
first round.
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Table 17
Major Codes, Minor Codes, Subcodes, and the Number of Each Code for Teaching
Methods Surrounding AF (N = 58)
Major Codes
Discuss AF in class (n =
23)

Minor Codes
Like class discussion (n = 22);
do not like class discussion (n =
1)

Assign tasks with rubrics
(n = 16)

Know what professors expect
(n = 11)
Better understand feedback (n = 4)
Disapprove rubrics (n = 1)

Strategies on
improvement in general
(n = 5)
General better teaching
methods – more use (n =
7)
Other methods of
providing AF (n = 3)

Subcodes
Like class discussion:
better understand
feedback (n = 11);
can ask question
(n = 3);
motivate to review
(n = 6);
address common
questions (n = 2)

In-person (n = 1); not in-person (n
= 1); not peer review (n = 1)

From the survey, the most favored teaching method relevant to AF was class
discussion of coursework and AF (n = 23), although one person opposed this method.
Students believed this process would motivate them to review AF rather than leaving
it behind (n = 6). Moreover, they felt class discussion helped them have a deeper
insight and understanding of the provided AF (n = 11). Specifically, discussing AF in
class provided the opportunity to ask questions about AF if they did not understand (n
= 3), and allowed professors to address common questions (n = 2).
Class time discussing feedback helps me understand it better, so I will be more
likely to use it.

(Better understand)

If I am given time in class and encouraged to look over feedback, it is more
likely I will use it.

(Motivate use)
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I feel like class time allows me to get things out of way and it provides an
opportunity to ask the professor or TA's questions.

(Ask questions)

There should be time taken to address common questions and problems.
(Common questions)
Providing rubrics for the assigned task was also beneficial for students, as they
thought rubrics allowed them to focus on what professors expected (n = 11) and
understand AF better (n = 4). However, one student was wary of rubrics because
he/she thought rubrics could be “vague” and not helpful.
Rubrics and guidelines both help me complete a given task because I know
what they are looking for and can also reference the rubric and look at the
feedback and see if there are any major points that the feedback states I missed
that is also on the rubric.

(Rubrics)

Sometimes rubrics can be vague in the way they categorize, and without
comments it can be hard to tell why you fit into that area.
(Disapprove rubrics)
In addition, some students expected professors to teach them strategies on
how to improve their future work (n = 4).
By teaching how I can improve myself in certain areas, it will help me
implement them into my life in a healthy way.

(Improve in future)

Also, some students generally stated that better professors or better teaching
methods motivated them to use AF (n = 5), since they believed good professors or
instructors with good teaching practices provide AF with good credibility.
If I consider the teaching method 'appropriate' by my own expectations then I
will use the feedback.

(Good teaching method)
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If I feel like the teacher is organized, is dedicated to teaching the material and
is fairly will want to use the feedback to improve my work.
(Good professor)
Last, three students discussed methods of providing AF. One student preferred
in-person AF, one preferred not to attend office hours to talk about the AF, and one
disliked peer reviewed AF.
I receive feedback better in person.

(In-person)

If you make me come to office hours to ask question I won’t. (Not in-person)
If peer review is being used and I get feedback through that I think it is useless
no one cares about their peers[’] paper, all they care about is their own grade
and no one really knows what the grader is looking for.

(Not peer review)

Structure of AF. The structure of AF, considered as an influencing factor on
AF use by 55 students, refers to the format of AF, such as providing AF with a rubric,
only identifying what is correct or incorrect, and providing AF as free form
comments. Responses of three students were eliminated for misunderstanding the
question. Ten responses were randomly selected for this factor to recode in the second
round, and all codes (n = 11) were recoded the same as in the first round.
In response, students held contradictory views on AF accompanied by rubrics.
The majority of the students confirmed that rubrics were helpful for using AF because
they could easily understand AF (n = 5) determine what was expected in the work (n
= 3). In addition, with rubrics, AF was provided in a more structured way that
connects missing points from their grade with requirements (n = 6).
Rubric feedback is easier for me to understand.

(Understand AF)
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I really like when professors provide a rubric because it gives me an idea of
what I should include or how to format the assignment.
(Know expectation)
If it is structured in an organized matter such as a rubric I feel it's easier to
follow and use. Less organized would make you think it isn't as important.
(Structured)
Table 18
Major Codes, Minor Codes, Subcodes, and the Number of Each Code for Structure of
AF (N = 55)
Major Codes
AF with rubrics (n = 19)

Minor Codes
Accept (n = 14)

Reject (n = 5)
Free form (n = 10)
Correctness AF format (n =
10)
Clear and understandable
structure (n = 15)

Subcodes
Understand AF (n = 5);
know expectation (n = 3);
structured (n = 6)
Not specific (n = 4); too
many (n = 1)

Accept (n = 9); reject (n =
1)
Accept (n = 5); reject (n =
5)

Nevertheless, a small number of students opposed AF with rubrics because rubrics
could not provide specific information (n = 5), or, opposingly, contained too many
categories to go through (n = 1).
If the feedback is via rubric then I typically don't pay attention to it because it
doesn't tell you specifically why you were scored and it just a score for the
area overall.

(Refuse rubrics)

Rubrics are so plain and there are so many sections to look at that sometimes I
don[’]t take the time. I prefer sentences.

(Rubrics included many)

Students also expressed interests in AF provided without a specific form (n =
9), because they thought the instructor would provide more specific and genuine
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information in a free form AF. However, one student opposed having AF in a free
form as the AF would be less clear.
Therefore, in my opinion, it is best to receive feedback in free form. This is
because it allows the teacher to provide me with enough information on my
work and why I got the grade that I did.

(Like free form)

If the feedback relates back to the rubric it allows me to view where exactly I
missed points, while free form does not state clear points on what I did wrong.
(Refuse free form)
Correctness was also mentioned in responses (n = 10). Some students favored
AF about correctness since it informed exactly what was done well and what they
needed to work on (n = 5), whereas some students disliked this format because it did
not provide enough information (n = 5), such as an explanation of incorrect parts or
approaches for improving the work.
I like feedback [which] I can see where I may have missed points so I know
what area I need to work on.

(Correctness)

Some forms of feedback (such as only saying if something is correct or
incorrect) does not provide much help for improving the quality of work.
(Dislike correctness)
Last, other students suggested AF would be beneficial as long as it was
formatted in a clear and understandable structure (n = 15).
If there is an identifiable structure to the feedback, it will be easier for me to
understand and more likely for me to use in the future.
(Understandable format)
Quantity of AF. The least number of students chose the quantity of AF as an
influencing factor for their use of AF (N = 26), and three responses that stated
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quantity did not matter were not considered in the analysis. Five responses were
recoded in the second round, and all of the codes (n = 11) were the same as the firstround codes.
From students who chose the quantity of AF, most felt they would be more
likely to use AF if they received a larger quantity (n = 15). Other than a few students
who expressed a general preference for more AF (n = 3), most students explained the
reasons for favoring more AF. First, students argued more AF conveyed more
information about how to improve their work (n = 10).
The more the better.

(General)

If I get more feedback on an assignment, the more I know what I did wrong. If
the teacher gives less feedback, I don't know how or what to fix for the future.
(More AF)
Table 19
Major Codes, Minor Codes, and the Number of Each Code for Quantity of AF (N =
26)
Major Codes
Receive more AF is better (n = 15)

Minor Codes
Provide more information (n = 10); indicate
professor’s effort (n = 2); more AF is better (n = 3)

Do not like a lot AF (n = 6)
A lot AF from multiple people (n =
2)

Moreover, students explained the large amount of AF indicated professors thoroughly
read and considered their work (n = 2).
If I see that the professor wrote more on the feedback, then I feel that they
have thoroughly considered what I have to say.

(Professor effort)

However, not all students liked receiving a large amount of AF (n = 6). Some
stated too much AF would be overwhelming.
If it is way too much I will zone out or lose interest.

(Lose interest)
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If there is an overwhelming amount of feedback, I typically won't use it
because it is overwhelming and too much for me to base my work off of.
(Not lot of AF)
Last, a couple students mentioned a large amount of AF received from
multiple people would be very helpful (n = 2).
[F]or example, peer editing and getting several people's opinions on your work
helps you realize if the work you did was good or could be better.
(From multiple persons)
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
In this study, I explored students’ self-reported AF read and use behaviors by
descriptive statistics, examined the relationship between students’ self-reported AF
read and use behaviors and the set of individual academic characteristics through two
multivariate quantitative analyses – cluster analysis and canonical correlation, and
extensively discussed students’ perspectives of a list of AF characteristics from their
qualitative responses.
Students reported they read AF “most of the time” on average, which was
more frequent than they use AF on average – “about half of the time”. Also, students’
perceived helpfulness of AF was highly correlated with their reported AF read and
use frequencies. Across the two analyses of relationships between reported AF read
and use behaviors and the set of individual academic characteristic, academic
motivation, work avoidance, self-kindness and common humanity were consistently
related to students’ reported frequencies of reading and using AF. Discussion of AF
characteristics showed the quality, timeliness, and usefulness were the most
influential factors of students’ AF use behavior. In addition, students also cared about
the direction of AF, the person providing AF, and some course design elements
related to AF. Quantity of AF was chosen by the least amount of students.
AF Read versus AF Use/Apply
This study explored the reported frequency of reading and using or applying
AF on different tasks (i.e., homework, exams, and projects) for college students.
Overall, students reported they read AF in most cases even though the frequency of
reading varied between different tasks. On average, students reported they read AF on
projects more often than on exam, and on homework, the last of which was the least
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frequently read AF. For using or applying AF on homework and exams, the mean of
the reported frequencies was between “half of the time” and “most of the time”.
Contrary to the results from reading AF, students reported they used AF for
homework slightly more often than for exams. One possible reason that may explain
why students read more exam AF than homework AF is that exams often make up a
large portion of students’ final grades, and students want to read exam AF to make
sure they understand where they lost points. On the other hand, one reason why
students may use more homework AF than exam AF is that each exam usually
focuses on certain content that is not present on other exams (e.g., the content of one
chapter), other than the final exam. Thus, there is less opportunity for exam AF to be
incorporated into future work. However, homework usually is assigned more
frequently with consecutive connections between each homework, such that the AF
from one homework can be readily applied to the next one. Therefore, students may
have more opportunities to use AF on homework than AF on exams. Consequentially,
exam AF was used less but read more than homework AF.
For the overall frequency of reading AF and using AF (including AF on
homework and exams), students reported they read more often than they used AF. As
students need to read AF before they use it, this result is not surprising. According to
students’ open-ended responses, several reasons could be contributing to the lack of
AF use. First, the quality of AF may not satisfy students’ expectations, or the AF may
not seem useful or applicable enough if it does not contain suggestions and guidance
on how to improve student work. Additionally, some students mentioned they needed
enough time to review the AF before the next homework in order to apply AF. If they
did not receive AF in time, they may move on to the next homework without
incorporating any AF from the previous work.
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Last, students reported the lowest frequency on average of using previous AF
on related future work, regardless of what type of task the future work was (e.g.,
homework, exam, project). In addition to the reasons mentioned above, this low
average frequency could exist because students lack the strategies to effectively use
previous AF on future work. Students may not understand how to generalize AF from
one task to another. Therefore, they may able to use AF to correct already completed
work; however, they may not understand how to learn from AF and apply it to future
work (i.e., apply AF as they are completing new work rather than improving old
work). This also corresponds to a finding in Winstone et al. (2017) regarding a barrier
of student use of AF, specifically that students have limited cognition of available
opportunities and thus are unable to use AF in a productive manner.
Helpfulness of AF
Students were also asked about the helpfulness of AF specifically in helping
students complete and improve future work in either the same course or in the college
in general. Students perceived AF as very helpful on both their future work in the
same course and in college in general. Additionally, the more helpful students
perceived AF, the more often they reported reading and using received AF. For
students to perceive AF as helpful, student open-ended responses suggested AF must
be of good quality and useful. These are important factors that students believed
influenced their AF use behaviors. Students preferred clear, detailed AF that included
guidance on fixing and improving their work. Contrarily, student responses suggest
brief and superficial AF did not provide useful information for future work.
Therefore, AF must be perceived as useful, detailed, and offering clear guidance
towards improvement in order to foster more frequent AF use.
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Relationship between AF and Individual Academic Characteristics (IACs)
The relationship between reported frequency of reading and using AF and the
set of IACs was explored using two approaches — cluster analysis and canonical
correlation analysis. Even though most results and conclusions using these two
analyses agreed with each other, there were some notable differences.
Across the final two cluster analyses solutions, students with higher average
frequency of reading and using AF shared the same profile of IACs. Specifically,
students who on average reported reading and using AF more often, were less
academically entitled, perceived having more control over academic outcomes,
reported higher belief in their ability to succeed (self-efficacy), and had higher selfesteem, and lower work avoidance on average. These students were also more
intrinsically and extrinsically motivated but less amotivated on average, and reported
higher mean levels of self-kindness, common humanity, and mindfulness, three
elements of self-compassion.
From the canonical correlation analysis, students with higher reported
frequencies of reading and using AF also tended to have higher extrinsic and intrinsic
academic motivation,
lower amotivation, higher self-kindness and common humanity, and lower work
avoidance. However, mindfulness was lower when students reported higher
frequencies of reading and using AF, which did not support the claim from cluster
analyses. Academic entitlement, perceived academic control, self-efficacy and selfesteem did not impact the set of AF reading and use frequencies. Additionally, the
reported frequency of reading AF on homework did not contribute much to this
multivariate relationship. Canonical correlation analysis focuses on relationships
between two sets of variables after controlling for relationships within each set. As
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reading AF on homework and reading AF on projects are highly correlated and are in
the same set of variables, the weight for reading AF on homework may be artificially
closer to zero because of multicollinearity.
Across both analyses, students with high reported frequencies of reading and
using AF shared the same IAC trends of high extrinsic and intrinsic motivation, low
amotivation, low work avoidance, high self-kindness, and high common humanity.
The links between reading and using AF and academic entitlement, perceived
academic control, self-efficacy, self-esteem, and mindfulness were not consistent
across the two analyses. Below, I discuss each IAC separately.
Results suggested academic motivation is a very important factor driving
student’s frequencies of reading and using AF. Students who reported reading and
using AF more often also demonstrated higher extrinsic and intrinsic motivation but
lower amotivation. Extrinsically motivated students may use AF for a better grade.
These students are usually in favor of the opportunity to resubmit work to raise their
grades. In addition, AF with rubrics may also be preferred by these students since
rubrics provide criteria to satisfy professors’ expectations for a better grade.
Therefore, extrinsically motivated students may read and use AF very often if their
grades can benefit from the AF. However, this speculation is not supported by
evidence in this study and thus future research would be required to test this.
Intrinsically motivated students tend to adopt mastery learning goals (i.e., a goal to
learn as much course material as possible; Heyman & Dweck, 1992). Good quality
AF may help these students understand more content because the AF provides details
with explanations and guidance on fixing and improving the work, thus encouraging
these students to more frequently read and use AF. Amotivated students tended to
read and use AF less often. Amotivated students lack motivation to learn, for mastery
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or for a grade, and thus care less about AF. Therefore, these students may only rarely
read and use AF. Requiring revisions of work or discussing AF during class time may
help to increase these amotivated students’ AF reading and use behaviors, because
these two strategies make reading and using AF mandatory.
From the results of both analyses, students reported reading and using AF less
often if they had a work avoidance goal. This is not surprising, as the definition of
work avoidance is avoiding putting effort into courses, and reading and using AF
would require expending effort. Also, since students with work avoidance goals are
more likely to be driven by extrinsic motivation rather than an internal mastery goal
(Harackiewica et al., 1997), they mostly aim to get a better grade rather than actually
learn the content. Therefore, to reduce their workload, these students read and use AF
less often.
The two clusters of students with different average frequencies of reading and
using AF moderately differed on the three self-compassion elements – self-kindness,
common humanity, and mindfulness. Moreover, in the canonical correlation analysis,
students reported average frequencies of reading and using AF exhibited a large
positive relationship with self-kindness, a barely positive relationship with common
humanity, and a negative relationship with mindfulness. Overall, students with high
self-compassion are more likely to have mastery learning goals and intrinsic
motivation over performance goals and extrinsic motivation (Neff et al., 2005). These
students would like to engage more in activities that can improve their learning. Using
AF is an efficient way of helping students comprehend and improve their work,
evidenced by both student’s responses in this study (discussed further on in this
section) and previous research (Sadler, 1989). Therefore, students with higher
reported self-compassion also report more frequently reading and using AF.
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However, one of the elements of self-compassion, mindfulness, evidenced
opposite effects in the two analyses. The two clusters of students with varied reported
average frequencies of reading and using AF differed in mindfulness, such that higher
reading and use of AF scores co-occurred with higher mindfulness scores on average.
However, reported frequencies of reading and using AF had a negative relationship
with mindfulness, in combination with other characteristics, in canonical analysis.
Mindfulness refers to a compassionate attitude balancing one’s view of a painful
situation with an open and nonjudgmental view of negative results. Students with high
reported mindfulness read and used AF more often than those with low reported
mindfulness, because it helps prevent students from being overwhelmed by negative
or unpleasant emotions while reading negative AF and allows them to calmly
consider critical AF. However, students with low mindfulness may be overwhelmed
by negative emotions, such as anxiety, fear of poor grades, or not accepting failure
(Neff, 2003). Therefore, these students may also read and use AF more often to better
their work. Another reason for the inconsistent effects of mindfulness across the two
multivariate quantitative analyses may be due to the difference between these two
analytic methods. Canonical correlation analysis focuses on relationships between
two sets of variables after controlling for relationships within each set. As selfkindness and mindfulness are highly correlated and are in the same set of variables,
something artificial might have happened to the weights for mindfulness to adjust for
this relationship. Whereas cluster analysis identifies differences between unknown
groups of people, and does not take into account any correlations among variables in
the analysis. Therefore, the results from these two analyses may vary.
Academic entitlement did not show large differences in two clusters of
students for both reading and using AF. It also did not differentiate students’ reported
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reading and using AF frequency in the canonical correlation analysis. These results
imply the frequency of reading and using AF is not influenced by academic
entitlement. Since less entitled students may have a learning goal aiming to master
knowledge, these students may use AF regularly to help them learn the contents.
However, highly academically entitled students are less likely to put effort into their
work but expect success (Chowning & Campbell, 2009). Detailed and specific AF
that describes everything needed to be done reduces the amount of work for students.
Therefore, academic entitled students may also use these AF. As a result, the level of
academic entitlement did not differentiate student’s reported frequencies of reading
and using AF.
The results of perceived academic control, self-efficacy, and self-esteem in
two analysis methods did not support each other. The two clusters of students with
different average frequencies of reading and using AF largely differed on these three
characteristics in the cluster analysis, but students reported average frequencies of
reading and using AF did not have strong relationships with these three characteristics
in canonical correlation analysis. Again, the conflicting nature of these results may
also be caused by the differences between cluster analysis and canonical correlation
analysis in their focuses (person-centered vs. variable-centered) and methods
(whether accounting for relationships among variables).
The study also investigated students’ academic performance with different
reported AF read and use behaviors in cluster analyses. Clusters with higher reported
average frequencies of reading and using had higher average reported GPA. Student
GPA is one important index of student’s academic achievement and performance. The
results support that student behaviors surrounding AF contribute to student learning
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and achievement (Hattie & Timperley, 2007), and using AF can help students close
the gap between current and desired understanding (Sadler, 1989).
Factors Influencing the Use of AF
Previous research has found a set of barriers attenuating student’s use of AF.
The current study considered similar factors as well as new perspectives related to
student’s use of AF. About three quarters of students identified the quality of AF, the
timeliness of AF, and the usefulness of AF as important factors influencing their AF
use behaviors. Good quality and usefulness were essential for encouraging students to
pay attention to AF and to increase the frequency of using AF. Students identified
several criteria for high quality and useful AF. First, quality, useful AF includes
detailed comments and suggestions for improving work that express a professor’s care
about students and their progress. The direction of AF (i.e., positive praise versus
negative criticism) was more controversial. Some students thought positive AF, such
as superficial praise, did not provide the information necessary to help them
understand, correct, and improve their work. Second, lengthy AF is not necessarily
high quality, supported by the small number of students that selected quantity of AF
as an influential factor on AF use. Third, useful AF can convey the information that
students need to apply AF to revised work and particularly to future work.
For timeliness, faster AF is desired by most students for several reasons,
including having more time to review AF, having more recent memory of course
content, and having not moved on to new tasks. Time management was another issue.
Students with a very tight schedule reported they hardly had time to use AF.
Providing AF on a predictable schedule may be a good way to promote student’s use
of AF. Also, a small number of students thought the time professors used to provide
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AF demonstrated their concerns about student progress, though students interpreted
this time differently. Some thought longer time to receive AF indicated a professor
cared more, while others felt quicker responses showed more care. In sum, students
preferred a reasonable response time from professors, ideally that not only allowed
professors to be able to provide quality AF, but also left students enough time to
review and apply AF.
The direction of AF (i.e., positive AF versus negative AF) was beneficial for
student’s learning performance in past research (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). About half
of students confirmed the influence of this factor. The majority of students expressed
that receiving both positive and negative AF facilitated their use of AF. Positive AF
seemed to indicate what students needed to continue doing, and negative AF helped
students identify what to change. Moreover, the balance between positive and
negative AF was also important as positive AF enhanced student confidence and
negative AF helped them improve their work. Neither of the directions should be
eliminated or over addressed. Otherwise, students may hesitate to use AF. Moreover,
containing both directions of comments reportedly made AF clearer and more
detailed. Note, some students only preferred one direction of AF, either positive or
negative. Some students preferred positive AF to motivate them and build up
confidence. On the contrary, some students preferred negative AF because it provided
more useful information to improve their work. Results partially explained why both
directions of AF can enhance learning performance (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996)—
positive AF can not only inform the strength of students and their work, but also
motivate them to learn. However, as mentioned in Hattie and Timperley (2007), some
students thought only praise or positive AF was not effective because it lacked useful
information to correct and improve future work. Furthermore, negative AF clarified
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weaknesses and mistakes in student work, which attracted students to use the AF.
Nevertheless, sometimes negative AF was hard to accept for some students, because
the focus on criticism decreased their motivation and confidence.
The number of students who considered the person who provided AF as a
factor was the same as the number of students who considered the direction of AF as
a factor. Not surprisingly, professors or course instructors were the persons students
relied on the most. Students thought professors were reliable, education, experienced
sources and preferred their AF more than AF from teaching assistants, peers, and
friends. Additionally, AF from a person who was reliable, credible, educated,
authorized, experienced or respected was also welcomed by students. Overall,
students report using AF more often if it comes from someone they perceive as
competent. However, this was not a primary factor for most students’ AF using
behaviors considering the limited number of students selecting this factor.
The remaining four factors were chosen by less than half of the students, and
thus are considered in less detail. Students’ concerns about course design or
requirements related to AF mainly focused on the opportunity to resubmit their work.
Some students felt resubmission opportunities would motivate them to review and
improve their understanding of course content. However, other students reported a
second opportunity would allow them to pursue a better grade and thus were
extrinsically motivated. Teaching methods surrounding AF mainly focused on
reviewing and discussing AF or coursework in class and providing rubrics for
assigned work. The function of class discussion appeared similar to the course
requirement of resubmission in providing external opportunities to facilitate using.
The structure of AF referred to the format in which AF was provided. AF with rubrics
was reported as very helpful for some students since rubrics can bridge the gap
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between missing points and task requirements. However, AF in a free form was also
favored by some students, as it can include more comments with details that are
difficult to convey in a rubric. Last, quantity of AF was chosen by the least number of
students as a factor influencing their use of AF. A small number of students preferred
a lot of AF because they believed more AF provided more information for improving
their work. Conversely, a large amount of AF was not preferred by some students as it
may be overwhelming.
Overall, the timely AF from experts (e.g., experienced, knowledgeable)
provided in an easily understandable form, which tells students the correctness and
approaches helping them to improve the work would encourage students to read and
use AF. The balance of positive and negative AF was also essential to promote
students’ using of AF. The opportunity, such as resubmission and class discussion on
AF mentioned in students’ responses, increased the AF use behaviors. However, these
are student perceptions about characteristics of AF that may influence their AF use
behavior. However, more research is needed to observe the effects of these factors on
students’ actual behaviors.
Limitations and Future Study
This study has several limitations. First, the evidence in this study is based on
self-reported survey responses from students rather than students’ actual behaviors
observed by a third party. Therefore, we do not know if the responses are congruent
with their actual actions in reading and using AF. However, self-report surveys are
able to gather more data for less cost and less time. In addition, self-report methods
also allowed me to include a large number of variables in the study. For example, the
current study not only surveyed student’s behavior of reading and using AF, but also
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collected data on several individual academic characteristics and AF characteristics.
Furthermore, compared to interviews in particular when collecting students’ opinions,
self-report survey responses are anonymous, which may promote more genuine
responses. Considering these factors, a self-report survey was used for this study.
However, further observational and experimental studies can be planned to explore
students’ actual AF use behaviors in future research. For example, research could
implement aforementioned course designs or requirements (e.g., AF with rubrics,
revision, and peer review) and observe student’s actions surrounding AF use.
Second, participants were recruited from only one cohort at a public
southwestern university. This may lead to limited potential for the conclusions
reached in this study to generalize to a broader population of college students, except
for those in similar education contexts. Studies should be conducted to test whether
the findings replicate in an independent sample from the same population and from
broader populations in the future. Third, for qualitative data coding, only one
individual coded the responses, and the results suffer from a lack of triangulation. To
improve intrarater reliability, a second round of coding was conducted one month
later. In future research, responses should be coded by multiple persons.
Last, for open-ended questions on how a certain factor influenced student use
of AF, the survey provided a few examples or definitions in the item instructions for
specific factors, including time, nature of AF, structure of AF, person providing the
AF, teaching methods, and course design/requirements related to AF. These examples
or definitions may have constrained students’ thoughts surrounding these factors and
thus may have led to limited or biased results. For instance, a large portion of students
only discussed their thoughts on the examples provided for each given factor in the
survey. Some students gave additional examples, beyond those provided to clarify
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factors, but the majority commented mainly on the clarifying examples given. These
examples were necessary to clarify the meaning of certain factors for the students.
However, future research may benefit from asking about these factors in a less
constrained way.
Implications
AF is not just a tool for enhancing students’ studies in college, but also an
effective practice for student’s future learning experiences. Due to its importance,
increasing AF use demands greater attention.
Students reported using AF less often than reading AF. To enhance the usage
of AF, professors should ensure they and their teaching assistants are providing
quality, useful, timely AF whenever possible. In addition, most students were aware
that AF is a useful tool for improving their work. However, not all of students actually
use AF throughout the learning process. Supporting students in actively using AF is
an important and major challenge for educators. Encouraging students to take
responsibility of using AF through interventions or specific teaching practices may
promote students’ use of AF. For instance, professors could facilitate activities to
foster the AF use behaviors, such as holding class discussion related to AF and
requiring revisions of homework or projects. However, these strategies rely on the
content of AF. If the AF does not guide students towards ways of improving their
work, students will not know how to act upon the AF, and asking for revisions or
resubmission will not help. Conversely, if the revisions or applications of AF for
similar homework is not required, students may not make the effort to incorporate
received AF. Therefore, as Hattie and Timperley (2007) suggested, AF should start
with focusing on the task, moving to the processing level, and then targeting
regulation for more challenging tasks and goals. In other words, AF needs to help
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students to learn the current task, assist students to apply AF to future work, and
facilitate their ability of using AF for future challenges. Effort from professors, who
must consider time constraints when including such practices in courses, is not
enough. Institutions should also make an effort in providing more resources for
effective AF, such as increasing the number of teaching assistants who can share the
responsibility of providing AF with professors, or implementing audio recorded AF,
which may be more efficient for some professors and teaching assistants.
According to the survey, AF from peers was not welcomed by students,
because students believed peers may not take the task of providing AF seriously.
Additionally, peers might not be competent enough to provide effective AF, because
they lack expertise in course content and have not been a part of creating or
developing any rubrics used. As a result, students usually do not take AF from peers
seriously. However, peer AF is used a lot in college. Moreover, there are researchers
who support the benefits of peer AF. For example, Nicol (2010) found that
involvement in producing AF can enhance student engagement and responsibility in
the AF process, which in turn helps students develop the ability to make judgements
about their own work. Hence, peer review might benefit students’ behaviors around
using AF. Therefore, professors and teaching assistants should introduce and teach
this strategy to students, and encourage students to use this strategy and to use AF
from peers rather than discarding it. Researchers could help professors and teaching
assistants by developing activities and tasks that help students learn how to give
effective AF, regardless of their expertise.
In previous research, researchers most commonly studied relationships
between students’ AF use behaviors and each IAC independently. However, this
study investigated the relationship between students’ behaviors of using AF and a set
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of individual academic characteristics together, which provided a more integrated,
holistic view of this system of relationships. Using the discovered relationships and
patterns, particularly those that were consistent across the two multivariate analyses,
professors can better understand the potential internal factors influencing student’s
use of AF. This enables professors to develop teaching methods and design class
requirements more efficiently for the purpose of improving students’ AF use
behaviors.
Conclusion
As discussed at the beginning, AF is an effective factor in learning, especially
when AF is used by students. However, engaging students to actively use AF can be
challenging. Understanding both internal (i.e., individual academic characteristics)
and external (i.e., AF characteristics) factors related to student AF use behavior will
help professors on engaging more students to use AF frequently. From the results
presented in this dissertation, it seems some college students understand the
helpfulness of reading and using received AF on their work, but they may not act
congruently with these beliefs. To increase the use of AF, students should have high
motivation, be willing to work towards academic achievement, and be kind to
themselves in the face of obstacles. Educators should consider the perceived
characteristics of useful and high-quality AF identified by students in this work, as
well as explore efficient methods and resources needed to deliver such AF.
Educational institutions should dedicate resources that aid professors and teaching
assistants in making AF use becomes an actual effective component in students’
learning process.
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